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,IT'S "23" FOR
BUCKET SHOPS
AT MEMPHIS, GRAND JURY
HAS BEGUN INVESTI-
GATIONS.
CITATIONS HAVE BEENI SSliED
Vice Mayor Walsh, Henning, Bruce
and O'Haner Given
Opportunity.
TO TELL WHAT THEY KNOW
Memphis. Tenn., Aug. 2.4.—Uniess
there is a change of tactics the grand
jury will tomorrow enter upon its in-
erestigation of the bucket shop
problem.
War on bucket shops was declared
a few weeks ago by Commissioner H.
Brause. Aga'm in the last meeting
of the legislative council the same
matter was brought up and City At-
torney Jackson was asked what was
the best method to pursue in order
to put the bucket shops operating :n
• the city out of business. In an able
op.nion the city attorney explained
• I: that at one time bucket shops were
• 
• licensed, but in tgo3 the state decided
4 not to further license this form of
gamlfing, and had placed them under
' the ban. To operate a bucket shop.
he further explained, was to violate
a law, and the best adVicet that he,
could give was to use the Memphis
pol.ce department to secure evidence
against bucket shops and have them
go before the grand jury with it.
Later on Vice-Mayor Walsh, at the
request of Commissioner Bruce.
called Chief O'Haver before him and
notified him of what had occurred in
the council. He also instructed han
to .et-tire the necessary evidence and
to be prepared to submit* it to the
grand jury.
Yesterday citations were i'sued by
the foreman of the grand jury for
Vice
-Mayor Walsh, Commissioners
4
6
!fruit. Weaning and R ce. City Attor-a
a.ey Thomas 11 Jackson. Police
Sergeant Julius Brett and Chief of
Police O'llaver. These genremen
were notified to present themselves
this morning. It can not positively
be sated that the purpose of his cha-
t on is to probe the bucket shop mat-
ter. but the vice-mayor was noifiied
yesterday that the polies department
had fc- .ved out instructions and was
prepared o subir'it its report. It was
aloe whispered at the police station
that thia report Was sensat'onal in the
extreme, and covered the situation
thoroughly.
Mr. Bruce has also been on the
lookont for information. and because
• of these reasons the general supposi-
tion about the city hail is that the
• grand jury desires the presence of the
'
above distingnshed gentlemen in
4 order that they may learn what is to
be learned of the bucket shop situa-
tion in Memphis.
L. & it CONSIDERS
A SAVING BANK
•
51,
Proposition That the Road Establish
One for Employes Is Under
Consideration.
Lott sville, Aug. at —A proposition
involving the establishment of a sav-
ings bank has been suggested to the
touirivir- ta: Nashville railroad com-
pany, and after being considered by
• the controller of that road has been
referred to the first vice pres'dent of
the company. Although the matter
is as yet in such shape that its final 
result cannot be foretold, it is a mat-
ter of cousaderable interest to every
employe of the road, especially to
those employes who lies' and work at
Some distance from a banking city.
The proposition is to the effect that
a central bank be established, to be
in charge of the contro•ler of the
company, which shall receive deposits
from employes only; interest at the
sate of 4 per cent. to he paid on all
'deposits from date of depoa t if left
a -in the institution more than sixty
-days; deposits to be received by any
• f'ticket agency along the road.
In speaking of the matter Con-
'troller Charles Haydon said: "This
matter has been suggested to the
company and has been referred to the
Srat vlae T residert. It will be thor-
-%*oughly ecinsidered, and if found fe,as-
lisle the hank will be established."
•
Chin •h With No Windows.
The 7i1.1(!t !eine, ona of Paris' famous
churche aq no windows, being Stift-
ea ere, from the rod.
COUNCIL APPROVES
FRANCHISE SALE
Ltatisville, Aug. 24.—Both boards
of Ile general council last nght ap-
proved the sale of an electric lighting
franchise to Lawrence Jones for
Stoo iso. Both boards adopted a
resolution approving the bond of $ett,-
000 submitted by Lawrence Jones for
the faithful performance .of the ordin-
ance creating the fraech'se. The bonl 
was signed by the Aiosrican
company, of Baltimore, 'Mid.
A CANADIAN
REVOLT HINTED
MONTREAL PAPER WARNS
BRITAIN AGAINST AMERI-
CAN CONCESSION.
DIES IN
VOL. 214 MUMMER 106
REFORM
CALIFORNIA Oyster Bay, Aug. 24.—PresidentRoosevelt has ordered the adoptionof reform spelling in government
documents. This means that words
are to be spelled as pronounced,OF "thro" for "through," "kept," instead
of "kepped," etc.
SAM ULLMAN, FOgMBRLY
THIS CITY, EXPIRES
SUDDENLY.
PRINTS SENSATIONAL EDITORIAL HAS A BRUNER IN THIS CITY
NEego TROOPS Waren Government Not to Attempt
to Settle Questions Against
Canada's Protest.
NOT WANTED ANYWHERE IN
THE ENTIRE UNITED
STATES.
Wreaking of Vengeance by President
Upon Texas Town Comes
With Very Poor
Grace.
Washington. D. C., a.—When
Senators Culberson and Bailey reach
Washington and take up, the matter
with President Roosevelt's retaliation
against the citizens of Brownsville,
who want the negroes of the Twenty-
fifth infantry moved. they will find the
officials of the war department con-
siderably at sea over the situation
The conduct of the black troops at
Brownsville has so shocked the coun-
try that it was admitted at the war
department today that it is plea-
tionable whether the offending sol-
diers would now be welcome in any
commtmity in the United States.
The authorities are by no means
sure that the transferring of the
troops to Indian Territory will end
the trouble.
A discussion of the situation at the
war department today developed an
interesting state of affair' in refer-
•ence to negro soldiers. It was stets('
that the question of sending these
troop. to Brownsville. Tex., waa
carefully considered beforehand: that
it was recognized by the war depart-
ment that the troop.- would not be
wader:one at Brownsville. hut it wail
also recognized that they would net
be welcomed at any other post in the
United States.
They cannot he quartered even
among
 the Filipinos. am those people
object as ornate to the negro sol-
diers as do the white 'American citi-
zens Out ordeference to the gov-
ernment policy of mollifying the Fili-
pinos. negro soldiers are not sta-
tioned in those island*, except in the
Moro country of Mindanan. where the
tribes are in a constant state of insur-
rection and apparently not responsive
to a policy of mollification.
Wee department officials recogniae
that a aolittion of the situation lies in
half of the Texas delegation voted for
ino the last session of congress one'-
firmed is tintrue. for it has along been
the programme Of the administration
vett worked' himself over the Browns-
ville affair, recall. the fact that dur-
the Payne hill. which sought to give
the president absolute power to tibial-
t• concentrate the army on the Mlexi-
can frontier.
othe rvarneipzInnofotfhefotliarwreaguimtihveoenrzgtisinof nthee-
the northern newspapers on the
been uniformly fair, carry the same
apreaff antipahty to the negro sell-
would be rediteed an possibly alien-
ores soldiers and the comments in
suggestion. in view of this wide-
diem as pronounced in Towa and
Roosevelt's desire to punish Browns-
Montana as in Texas. President
Brownsville outrages. which have
ville come' wtIh poor grace.
The huff in which President Roos.,
The intimation that Fort Brown
11
same opportunity to wreak ventreanse
on a cominelity u Fe 1118 Sy Liao1.
ing the protoffiee at Indianola, :Aces
anst as he has now thraatened
through tihe war department to wreak
on Brownsville, Tee.
LARGEST LOG RAFT ARRIVES
Steamer Tows T1,000.000 Feet of Lum-
ber Into San Francisco.
San Francisco, /Vim. 24.—Th•
steamer Francis H. Leggett arrived
yesterday from Astoria having in tow
the largest log raft that Ifasi ever
come into. this harbor. it contain'
m000,000- feet of lumber. is 740 feet
long, 6o feet in breadth and draws
24 feet of water. A 5oo-ton lighter
on fop of the raft was used to store
chains in.
On Aug. TR, while off Cape Blanco
the Iseggett encontotted a (strong
northwest gale in which she ha ei to
drift for twenty-four hour.. The trip
from Attoria *as made in meta ow's.
KNOWS HER NEIGHBORS.
Montreal, Quebec. Aug. 24.—The
Miontreal Star, up till now most loyal
to the British empire prints a Most
sensational and threatening editorial
in connection with the proposed set-
tlements ef points of difference be
tvreen' r eat Britain and the United
States.
"The cabled report," it says, "that
the Brtish government is contem-
plating the settlement of all the oat-
standvor onestions between the Brit-
ish empire and the United States
aithout regard. if necessary, to Can-
adian protests, will find no credence
:n this country. It is impossible to
believe that any British ministry
would at this time be guilty of so
mad a piece of folly.
Canada Knows Her Neighbors.
"Canada accepted the Alverstole
surrender in a spirit which should
if it dirt not, have commanded the
admirslion and gratitude of the 'moth-
er country. Not for a moment did
Canada regard it as just or even as
good British policy. WIe know our
American neighbors here very mush
better than the public men of Britain
can possibly know them, and, while
we like them very greatly and ex-
change visits with them very pleas-
atitly and are delighted to see the
'entente' between them and the em-
igre. we have learned by much varied
experience that the beat way to se-
cure their confidence and respect lit
not to let them frighten or fool na
into the surrender to theni of what is
rightfully our own.
Repetition Might Be Dangerous.
"A repetition of this experience.
however, might not he followed bv a
repetition of Canadian patience. One
such sacrifice to British stupidity is
enough for a generation Our south-
ern boundary from Maine to the
.straits of Georgia is scarred with the
wounds of a friend.
"Of recent years we have flatterA
ourselves, however, that Aritain had
learned better and that no more
peaoe offerings to the Washington
government were to be cut from our
bosom. Had we not become one of
the 'allied nation ' within the emprief
Had we not omit our sons to die in
an imperial war? Were not our rep-
resentatives who visited London as
the guests of the imperial government
greeted as statesmen of a common
empire called to counsel and advice?
Then Lord Alveristone unsheathed his
knife and Canada had a sharp awak-
ening Highly aa dritain values
American frienSellip. she could not
afford to pay this price--tNe cense-
clue,* alienation of Canadian eymna-
thy."
R. G. Caldwell, Well-Known Paducah
Man, Dies at Glasgow of
Bright's Disease.
FUNERAL OF MRS. VAUGHN.
Mir Joe Uullman, of Sixth and
Washington streets, received elle sad
news yesterday of the death of his
brother, Sam, at Modesto, Cal. Mr.
Ullman's death was very sudden,
caused by apoplexy.
die was formely a resident of this
city, well krsalien and respected. He
went to California several years ago,
and at the time of his death was con-
nected with a large implement con-
cern.
Mr. Ullman leaves a wife and one
daughter. a sister and, one brother,
Mr. Joe Ullman, who is a collector
for Temple Israel.
Death of Colonel Caldwell.
Colonel R. G. Caldwell, one of the
best-known men of Paduach. died ae
Glasgow, Ky., yesterday morning at
to o'clock.
,He had been in failing health for
several months and suffered greatly
with Bright's disease. which finally
cattsed his death.
CdIonel Caldwell was supervisor of
taxbooka and had been engaged in
the real estate business with James
P. 'Holt sp to the time• his health
failed, six months ago.
'He was 56 years of age and had
made this city his home the greater
part of his life.
A wife and the follnwine children
survive him: James S. Caldwell. el
Paducah; Mts 'tar Milam. Paducah,
and Mile Nell Caldwell and Ernest
Caldwell and Michael CaidwelL 6
Fnaeval of Mrs. Vaaitiln
The funeral of Mrs Mary C
Vaughn. who died at Riverside hos-
pital Thursday night, will occur to-
day at 4 n tn.. followed by interment
at Oak Grove centetery. tRe service'
being conducted by Rev. B. W. Bass.
The pallbearers will he: Active—
Frank Scott. Dr. Dabney, Gus
Thompson. Richard Rudy. William
Hughes. George C. Wallace, Saun-
ders Fowler and Eli Boone. Hon-
orary: George C. Thompson, Judge
Jamey Campbell. Chatles Rieke. Lbw
eas Chine, Robert Noble and Prenry
RanIcin
Other Deaths of the Day.
'geode Wilson, p. m., at her home.
eta Flournoy street. Dysentery. Aged
33 Runeral toehay.
Male Mittnie Laideeker, 1:t5, on
iiiiishantla road in county. Consump-
tion Aged 20. Funeral at Herzog
cemetery at 4 p. to.
Infant of Mr and Mks. W. Jones,
of Mayfield road. 6 p. m. Funeral at
family burying ground this morning
at TO O'clock.
Miss Tda Kottetzko returned Thurs-
day from a visit to friends at Ban-
dana
 .r=SIC 
of armed intervention. which the bet-
ter informed realize would, except in
the doubtful contingency that Ameri-
can internees were jeopardized. be
quite impassfble, bat with the hope
that the good office of her big neigh-
bor may through suggestion or in-
fluence be used to restnre tranquility
to the republic.
The part that the United States
played in bringing 'about an end of
hostilities in the Far East and more
recently is th• happy termination of
•the squabble between Guatemala and
San Salvador has made a tasting im-
pression on the Cuban mhart The
large Amerioan commercial interests
in the island are expected to exert a
strong moral farce in support of law
and order.
Serious Phase.
'Meantime eonfirsion exists as to
where the lines may he drawn btt.
tweet, the friends of the govern-nent
Many in Cuba Looking to
the United States For Relief
• r..741111111111111111r
'Havana, Aug. 24.—In this hour Of Otis phase aL the situation Is the at
_goverornient's  _uncertainty manyi t,topt of 14 dionrhers to 
eyes are turned instinctively to the l revolt a party affair. They claim to
United States, not in the expectation represent the aentiment of the liberal
SPELLING
ig ORDERED WILL SOLVE
Mr. -mod NC-, FJ t1-.
fro.r.
sejoura at Cerulean Springs..
CITY FATHERS
BOTH ALDERMEN AND COUN-
CILMEN HOLD VERY
BRIEF MEETINGS.
Called for the Purpose of Giving
Passage to Sewer and Pav-
ing Ordinances.
. The board of aldermen were in
called session yesterday afternoon at
1.30 for the purpose of giving the
ordinance for sewers in District No.
a, its second and final passage.
This was done almost before the
solons had gotten comfortably seated,
the rules being suspended.
The ord nance will be printed and
the work begun as soon as possitic
Lower Board.
The lower board held a called
meeting last night, which was almost
es brief as that of the "uppers," the
business being the first passage of
two ordinances, one for paving of
Washington street from First to
Thrd, the other for sewers on same
street from Second to Third.
Second and final passage was given
the resolution creating the office of
driver for the fire engine at a salary
of ji?a per month.
The aldermen passed this resolu-
t. on Thursday night, and the next
move will be the selection of the
driver.
simic UP
AND RIDDLED WITH BULLETS
IS FATE OF CAROCINA
NEGRO.
Attempted to Enter Room of White
Girl and Is Captured Within
Two Hours.
Columbia, S. C., Aug. 24.—Wiliniat
Spain, a North Carolina negro, TIT
years of age. was shot to death by a
mob near St. George, Dorchester
county, this afternoon. This is the
third lynching in South Carolina
within ten days.
'5. C. Connor. manager of the
Dorchester Lumber company's stores
at Badham, was notified by a negro
that he saw another negro attempting
to enter a window of his home and
then run away into a • nearby cane
patch. Connor immediately started
for his home, and, going through the
cane field, suddenly came upon Spain
and grappled with the negro, striking
h m a heavy blow, which broke sev•
era! bones in tire white man's hand.
The negro finally freed himself and
ran into nearby woods.
Connor notified his neighbors and
about two hours later Spain was cap-
tured and locked tip in jail. Shortly
afterwards a posse of ao crr so men
went to the sheriff, and se cur•ng the
keys to the jail took the negro to
the house of Connor. where his 11-
year-old daughter positively identified
him .as the owe who tried to climb
window. 
The mob then took the negro to a
nearby oak tree, strung him up to a
limb and fired about soo shots into
bit body.
Miss Regie Miller. of aforray, ar-
rived in the city yesterday to be the
guest of Mies Nell Garner.
patch to a morning paper from Ha-
vana says: The government forces
under Colonel Estramp are now in a
fight with the rebels at Guines, forty-
five mites. from Havana. It is official-
ly that this (Friday) morning that the
government will pay $2 a day fpr vol-
unteers. Senator Mora Campus Mar-
atleti has loined the 4eyoliitioniks.
A special correenondent from Pima
del Rio reports that Piro Guerra
with 5.000 meta is waldnv imr
arrival of more troops 'oefose attack-
nt slir city: zoo° more rebels are
marching to joint - him, and when they
erthe will WWI die elf,' Irvin all
and the malcontent/. the most sett-. New York, Aug. esbie WI+ OWL ,
party, which in turn maintains that
it nimrbers a majority of the 'Cuban
people. If these contentions are sub-
stantiated the affair will assume a
graver aspect In this connection the
admitted lukewarmness of the rank
and file toward the government is
significant.
It is believed that a bade will lhe
ir,tivilt near Pinar del Rio, capital of
the province, today, if Pilo, Glierra.
leader of the insurgents in that vicin-
ity, car ier out his evident intention%
of marching on that city. Encottraged
by his bloodies* succelres at San Luis
and San Juan, Guerra is reported, to
be Kathering recruits and threatening
the cepital.-The government has har-
ried troops to lino del Rio, and will,
It fs believed, take the offensive, fora-
1 a fight with Guerra, if he ap-matches thkeity. 'A ,decisive segage-rnent ic posailile before night.Seven Thousand insurgents.
SHAM CASE
OLD LETTER LEADS TO AR.
REST OF BEDFORD
MAN.
HE KILLED TR WRONG WOMAN
By Mistake, It Is Thought Engage-
ment Was Made With
Another,
GIRL MAKES STATEMENT
Evansvi'le, Ind., Aug. 2.4.—That the
great mystery surrounding the mur-
der of Sarah Schafer, the pretty Latin
teacher in the ilgdfeard High school,
on January 21, 1904, has at last been
aolvedf is the belief of Prosecutor
Benedict and Marshal Myers of Bed-
ford and of the local detectives who
have under arrest Ernest Tannsley
charged with commiteng the crime.
Tanksley was arrested here charged
with kidnaping Nellie Rainey from
her home in Heltonville Ind, eight
miles from Bedford. The girl was
with him here when he was arrested.
He is a married man and has a wife
auct three chi then at Heltonville.
Three years ago his relation with
the Rainey girl became known and he
left home and went to Bedford and
worked there in hopes of hushing the
d sgrace. It is believed he decided
the best way to clear his family of
disgrace was to kill the Rainey girl.
Girl to Meet Him at Alley.
He wrote her a letter asking her
to inert him in Bedford on a certain
alley cower on the n:ght of Januasy
1904. It was at this very spot and
time that Sarah Schafer was dragged
down the arey and killed.
The Rainey girl is pronounced a
duplicate of Sarah Schafer 'in appear-
aalen and the pollee believe that
Tanksley simply made a mistake n
the woman and killed Mio. Schafer
while thinking he was getting Miss
Rainey out of the way. The nght
was dark and such a mistake could
easily have been made.
Tanktiey returned to his room that
night with fresh blaody scratches on
hit face. His roommate, Earl
Hunter, asked his how his face be-
came bruised. He did not reply.
ate that night he awoke his roost.
mate by poking a bundle of clothes
into a stove. Hunter asked him what
he was doing and en evasive reply
was 'him imam
Letter Is Ms% Undoing.
Last tan Tanksley left Badford and
at the same Orne Miss Rainey disap-
peared from her home and was not
heard of again until arrested. Re-
cently MissoRaissey's father turtle&
ever to Prosecutor Benedict of Bed-
ford a number of letters Tanksley had
written tp Nellie. His object was to
have Tankstey arrested for kidnaping
the girL
Among thesneo4e:tert wa.4 the one
making the e inelnt on the alley
corner in 'Bedford. The prosecuto-
cotinected Tanksley with the Schafer
murder at once and soon unraveled
the whole skkin of evidence.
Tanksley and the Rainey girl were
arrested licit, in a rooming house. He-
t efiised to tark to the police. The
girl tried to tell the story that they
had been married. Late tonight Om
made a statement to a newspaper re-
porter that sh, mew Tanksley was
wanted at Bec.ord for some charge
other -Miff k dnaping.
Girl Makes Statement.
"There is another charge which
can he brought against Ernest," she
sai(I "of Which be has been hying
".1 terror ever since we left Bedford
Ti this charge is brought aga'nst him
it Il be terrible for him to bear and
will cause the greatest sensation. I
ill commit suicide rather than telt
what I know."
Tankaleyoand the Rainey girl wtt
de taken back to Bedford Friday
morning by Marshal Myers. where
Ole man wfl ,stand trial for the
Schaefer murder.
Negress Injured.
Emma Sims, a negreas,
1,y someone, prernmably, her lover,
Scott Ray, yesterday mnrning before 6
11 'Y. and her head was badly injured.
The weapon toed was a brick or
chit). The injitry may ti49ye fatal
Ray who it suspected' of being she
era who attacked the woman, eannot
he NIA.
•
•
•
,ted,
•
RATE Bill
CHANGES UNDER THE NEW
HEPBURN ACT BECOME EF-
FECTIVE TUESDAY.
Shippers and Passengers Throughout
the Country Are Affected by
the New Law.
Memphis, _Tenn.. Aug. 24.—Mern-
phis transportation lines are anxious-
ly expecting news from a Washing-
ton conference that will prevent a lit-
eral interpretation of the Hepburn
interstate commerce act. Under the
letter of the law, sifter next Tuesdny.
there will be hte wollowiree clianges:
No more stop-over' tickets issued.
No extension of time granted on
tickets-
No theatrical or party rates.
No tickets sold to any town unless
printed rates are quoted to that point.
No passes issued
coterie of persons
ciel provision.
No reduced rates except to the cler-
gy and to objects of public charity.
No xxcursion rates to any point
across the state line.
No special rates under any condi-
tions unless thirty days' notice has
been given to the Washington offi-
cials.
No changes in freight rates until
neiSce has been filed in Washington
„thirty days and the revised rates post-
ed as for by the Hepbtirn
art.
provided
except to a small
excepted by spe-
At New York.
New York. Aug. 24.—S. F. Parrott,
vice president of the Georgia South-
ern and Florida Railway company,
who acted as chairman at a meeting
in this city July 27 of executive of-
ficers. traffic officials and legal repre-
sentatives of all the important rail
and steamship lines operating to and
from the territory south of the Tinto-
n:Ise and Ohio rivers, and east of the
Mississippi river, today made an offi-
cial statement regarding the object
and action taken by the convention, as
follreiVS:
"The chief object of the meeting
was, primarily, to consider the recent
congressional act to regulate com-
merce, approved June aq. T. As
the matter involved questions of law
the meeting determined to appoint a
committee of lawyers, consisting of
the' general counsel of most of the
companies represented at the meeting.
and to refer to said law committee
certain printed questions which had
suggested themselves to the exece-
tive and traffic officials as requiring
immediate consideration.
'The law committee held its gee-
"ions at Atlantic City. Aug. t4..t8. in-
clusive. and took up .the questions.
most of which related to the effect
of the- amendments made by the Hep-
burn bill, but a number of which re-
lated to the construction of the act
prior to the passage of the Hepburn
bill.
"Some of the questions were an-
swered unanimously. while some of
them were answered only by a ma-
jority. ,The answers to some of the
questions were deferred and the an-
swers to a -few of them were referraa
to the general counsel of the,reepec-
tive companies represented at fhe
meeting.
"'Resolved. That this convention
return its thanks to the law commit-
tee for their labors, and that. -aided
'by the advice contained in the report
of said law committee, the executive
and traffice officials here present will,
in the edministratinn of the proper-
lire; confided by their management,
tisre their 'best endeavors to cornyOy
-to the fullest extent with ail the pro-
visions of the act tr, re'vttint^ en1,1-
merce as amended June 2e. too6.'"
CONTRACT HELD MONOPOLY
'Court Kills Indiana Company and J.
I. Case Agreement.
Milwaukee. Aug. 24.—in hi= deci-
sion of the stfrt 'instituted by the In-
diana Manufacturing company of In-
dianapolis against the J. I. Case corn-
-pan?' of Racine Jude Seaman 'held
today -that the contract existing be-
e
-sweet-Ate -
-twn-erunprrni
lation of public policy cnntraven-
lion of the Sherman law. The deci-
eion is regarded as tieing of wide ,sig-
nificance kind of +note:, importenre
than the usual patent Case, inasmuch
as it will affect many manufacturers
in all parts of the United State. who
ore in the same p'oaition as the Cis •c•
company.
The Todiena company is a holding
company, like the Northern Securities
eompany. It owns about ecio patents.
covering what is known as the "wind
stacker." a pnetrmetic device for de-
livering, the straw rut the tail of the
facturing a wind slacker under pat- , PEOPLES, REALTY
ents,of its 'yin.
"i3j, stipuiation between. the parties
at the commencement of the litigation
the royalties due under the contract
have been paid into the United Statest OF MEMPHIS HAS CLOSED ITS
.court pending a determination of the DOORS AND SUPENDED
BUSINESS.questions at issue. These royalties,
which have been accumulating for
nearly four years. now aggregate
'$17e.oep, which under Judge Seaman's
decision will he returned to the Case
company unless litigation in higher
courts should result in a reversal of
judgment.
In its defense the Case company Memphis, '2111fig. 24.—The People's
set up that its own wind stacker did ,Realty company, occupying quarters
not infringe the patents of the Indi- on the first floor of the Tennessee
ana company: that the holding coin- Trust building, on Madison street,
pany was a monopoly in destraint 04 has closed its doors and suspended
trade, it haying gathered together a business.
large number of patents, many of I. C. Stacy, president of the coin-
which would naturally have been in pany, refustd to make any seatement
contl et with one anothereeend 
'n further than that the organization had
competition. reached a point tyllei.e it'could go no
Judge -Seaman's decision upholds
the contention that the holding com-
pany is a monopoly in restraint of
fre in-Y1OTatiOn —of Me cOirtialonTa-wr
and of the Sherman law .and in con-
travention of public policy. lieved the liabilities will exceed Senora.
This contenttion being sevetained, while the assets will consist only 
f Idaho and Colorado; do not immedi-
ony contract made by the Indianapo- the office furniture. 
o- ately aspire to a majority of the elee_
A receiver will he appointed at once! 
torate, -but they seek to wield a hal-li; company as a consequence fails.
and the effairs of the company 
:ince Of power by the concentration of
UNEQUALED PROSRERNITY he wound up. According to NNvir--. their votes for or 
against a particular
candidate. This ---' 0= all seekers ofStacy. the only property the company political ho„,--- of the Mor-
had on the market when it wag coin-mon power • exeseies how thet
pelted to suspend was the Gibson power can he exercised even in .zo
Wells tract, which is located near
Trenton. in Gibson comity. This sub- 
high a place as the snite of fie
'United Stantes. Slowly the Mnrivoesdivision was placed on the mareet are sprendine their dangerous web
over a month eve belt the sales failed
to materialize and the investment was! 
throughout the nation. It traist he
destroyed. or some day we will have
not a succese. a reckonine that will cost dearly in
tae-esere. and perhaps in lives --Ram's
Civic Pride and Clesnlinem
In Manufacturing Industries Shown
by Census Bulletin.
Washington, Aug. 24.—Unequaled
prosperity in the manufacturing in-
dustries in the United States for the
calendar year of Igoe is shown in a
census bulletin just completed which
is compared by the census bureau
with a similar census for the year
tom The number of manufacturing
establishments' in the couutry. • as
slown 'by the last census, is 216.262. found its qtiality-sit cleans. Our fac-
an increase of 4 per cent overeiono. tor)' is in the heart of the city and i,
Capital increased during the five as fragrant as a flower garden: No
years from A978,835.2°0 to $12.686,- other soap factory in the United
265,673. or 41 per cent. State can boast of this. What does
In the same period the total yalue it mean? Simply this—purity. It will
of products increased from $11.411.- not hurt the skin. Every citizen of
12r,I22 to $14.802.147.087. a gain of 30
per cent. There has been an in-
I Mom.
With this topic we call_ saite: at-‘
tention to laisterine Sou,. You have A FIGHTER WHO IS AFFRAID
— -
Paducah can use this soap for the
purposes for which it is recommend--
crease of 43 per cent in the number ed. They can do so with pride as to
of officers and clerks employed by its quality and with faith as to its
these manufactories and a gain of 5T purity. Ask for it at your dealer*.e
per cent in the salaries paid. In the insist that they give you the Paducah
same time the nember of wage earn-
ers increased 16 per cent and the' sal-
aries 30 per cent. The number
wage earners reported for tooe was
5.470.32t. with an annual income of
$2,6T1,540,532.
Soap.
LUSTERINE COAP CO., Inc...
"THIS IS MY 62D BIRTHDAY."
General Oku.
General Baron Oku, who recently
was appointed chief of the general
POWER PLANT BLOWN UP: staff of the Japanese army, was born
MANY LIVES ENDANGERED. August 25. 18.44. He won his, title
of baron for distinguished eerVeips in
Entire City of Marion. Ohio. Shaken the war against China, twelve years
and Town Thown in Darkness. l.180• In 1877. while a major, he was
c:aced in command of the emperor"
forces in Kamaoto. in southern Japan.
Marion. Ohio. Aug. 24.—The big during the Satsuma rebellion. After
power plant of the Merinn Railway,Lbeing nearly starved he lad a 
desper-e 
cent—i will make it no 'ess--ge per
ate sortie. cut his way through th
cent of desertions and : -ts of law-
Light and Power Company was lessness in the army is f'-e to drink,
wrecked by the explosion of a 300 rebels and poined the relieving forces. If I could. by offering .
r•-
I• 
y from the
injured, two possibly fatally, and a1 cerated. At the outbreak of the war fell 
• body as
horsepower boiler. Five men were For this act he was promoted and de- a sacrifice, free this cou 
the City was cast into darkness. The with Russia Oku was given command the Almighty 
the demon drink. I'd thank. 
for the pri...ili;- of +-i-
lia e-s of hundreds of people were en_ of one of the four great armies hurled ing it. If T had the ;tree est appoint-
dangered, by the falling of a network,into ?stancher a. Before the areival 
t
ive powers in the cone•ry. no man
of wires in the yincinity of the of Oyma and Kodama. operating would get even the smal'eet appoint.
wrecked building. alone, Okti won a series of brilliant ment from me unless he ,'-owed proer
The explosion, which shook the en_ vietoriee. beginning with the bloody of his absolute teetotali • ,, As it ;s,
tire city, created a panic among the batt•e of Man-Shan. steadily beefing my own appointees. th- attmbers of
prisoners. The total loss is eeti- Stackelberg back for 250 mies, until my staff. not one of the -, touches a
mated at $5o.000. joined by the other three armies. He drop. They know bett- --"
never lost a fight 
 —
Mart Tw 'ain's t vice.
Mark Twain Wea on- asked h ye
charming girl to write unething in
hloenrkeatititotievraph album. The humorist
lenge in Kentucky Campaign. ' through the bor.- and foundse 4- es se se sa es es se se es + e• •:- + + the usual sentimental • tiff such as
o'er our • • cast "Bed • id salt who
GOVERNOR AND SENATOR
TO HAVE JOINT DEBATE .11,
I
McCreary Accepts Beckham's Chal-
Which glorified?" we ask, and find
The secret like the scent of flower,
So simply sweet—just being kind. BLSINESS COLLEGE
The Mormon menace is no lege a.
menace because it has ceased to oc- No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough
cupy the public eye as it once did cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmananip, cote
when the polygamy issue was para- respondence, spelling, commercial law banking, arithmetic, grammar, etc.
mount. That phase of 'Mormonism, Call or write for beautiful new catalog. 
.J
of course, is the mto:at abhorrent at
first glance, but there are other fee-
turee that characterize the system
which do not all lie on the surface,
but- are, nevertheless, just as danger-
ous to our institutines. Thanks to po-
litical intr:gue -and • the necessity
which one great party had for his
services. Senator Smoot has held, his
seat in te hupper house. The inves-
tigation of Mormonism which this
trial .entailed has been of great ad-
vantaiee to the country, nevertheless,
for it has informed us of the en-
trenched power of this ecclesiastical,
political, commercial system and the
farther and was compelledmethods it uses for extension. Theto
down. The amount of the assets and; 
hendquarters of Mormonism at Salt
311": Lake City, but its ramifications are
Corporation Promoted Gibson Wells
Company—Liabilities Over Se,-
000—Assets Small.
s_.O the ,ceumearee--es- not- yet
known the officials refusing to di-
vulge the information, but it is he-
Touna- not nay tn-rfali. hid' through-
out the entire West. The leaders .11
this in nearby st etc.:, like
Rkhmond. Ky.. Aug. 24.—United
States Senator John B MIcCreasy to-
day addressed a letter to Gov. Beets-
ham in which he formally accepts the
challenge of the latter for a joint
debate. Tlhe isenator's left* con-
cludes.
"I desire *at the people of 'Ken-
tuc'ky have th• fullest opportunity to-
become' acquainted' with the issues in-
volved in the present campaign"
McCreary is en old stager on the
stump, while Tleckharn is practically
a 'beginner and considerable netsation
is expressed as to how the latter will
fare
MANAGER EWING'
Orders Price of Association Tobacco
-4eueer4 Ntrinalrer lute.
Dark District Toll:teen Growers' 'As-
sociation. has ordered en advance of
rehnet co eents ner tornered neende io
te-ie nrir:e of rneri:1”,i and good emit.%
or leaf tn'harrn The nerVer ntmliec to
the whole- of the derli district, and is
bre-eight Avert by the shortage and
linfaynrehle eneelitinn of the growing
crop 
—Feltnn rnmmerciol. •
Wills Plval for Crirrs Hand.
Salver.vitk. Tee_ A lice 24 _Boyd
Shirgenn of Floyd enentv'teirley Fault
and. killed John Fneland on Middle
eteele enmity. They were rivals
threehine machine All rennufacter... for the affections et a young womnn
ere of thrastsine machines have been and ehe had consented to allow Eng-
ennlaelled se pal;' ft-Chine to ads eon- land escort her from church.
cern. the Cage conmeny among the
rest. Killed in Kentucky 'Feud.
In too- 2 the Case corrmany dmelifird Salyersyille, Ky.. Alice 2t
lone, to nay the royalties celled for feecl factions of Riseer'a and Bar-
4.- iss enntra,4 w;tli the Tncliena pen_ I nett' s met terclay in nip, T,ick Cree*,.
aro, ',as aliee ifse them to enforce priA fleveleed 112rnr+f
she contraci stn.d Tridia-a was killed .by heirrg stabbed thrniterle i
pane also asked an injunction to pre-' the heart by Callie Riefler. Risher
vent the Case company from mann- was shot through the shoulder.
•
BE KIND.
Gen. Fredericee'D. Grant Does Not
Use Liquor at All Because He
Fears Power of Appet-te.
Gen. Frederick D. Gram says in
the New York Defender: •'Tell the
young men through your • aper that
Gen. Grant does not drink a drop of
liquor-has not for 18 year, : beeale-e
he is afraid to drink it. tried t a
drink with extreme mode etion, be-
cause I knew that alco' oh is the
worst poison a man collie. take into
his system: hut I found out it was
an impossibility to drink ruoderateiy.
T ecause moderate drinking is a prac-
tical impossibility. I became an ale
; 'ete teetotaler—a crank, ;f you
please. will not allow it even in
my honse. 'Drink is the greatest
curse, because practically all crime
and all disaster are the result nf it
Nearly every great calarnite in the
country. barring accidents of nature,
are due to drink. Nin-ty-five per
Remember my records for sale are ggc, zo in. Soc. 12 In.
$ 1 AO.
We have high ohms operatic records from SIAX), $2.00, $3.00,
$1.00. $5.00. All the latent leading opera singers from Addsiena
Patti. iViracella Sasembrich, Carsuso and Sourate and Gaaorz and
• a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so ipu can see that it is perfect .We
I don't sell second hand machines or records. Every machine is
guaranteed and crew record is perfect and new. We don't give
demount* nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needed, and we will repair year broken machines at liberal prices.
We will tabe pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono-
phone.. I have soo new and latest mask boom ragtime to the
most celebrated °posits. and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and erchesisis pietrea. concerts will be
from 7 p. ne. to TO p. m.. No pieces played twice and we play
• from 75 to too pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a plaaestre. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
naafi/nes, also Are of rennois.
I remain your talking mack'ne wend
DON GILBERTO,
TIIE TALKING MACHINE M /IN OF Paducah and don't re 17
forget 6o6 S. Oh. St. Paducah, Ey.. • -
If backward' lives we eacron sweet n e
A glance, we ,site transfigured there will he clever." Then 1- took a pen.
Sweet faces---"plain" in that dim wrote. "Never tell 3 lir" 'and signed
past— his name. "This he carefully dried with
linlo-encircled now, and fair:- eteo, niter which he nelded: "P
'What is this wonder-workine power g.—Excent to keep In practice."
 ...........••••••••••••••••••=11M••■••••••••
on Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH
As we are in the midst °Nat weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Cora* one come all, and hear his muss at 6o6 S. 4th.
St.. produced br the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the werid. Sits Victim and the Zoaophone talking machines
fram Sr. to Saco put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Recnomber that these machines are the
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
IC el The Only LicensedNnbrokeR
MONEY LOAVU1,11, ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEEPT INTEREST.
SPBCIAL BARGAINS in Roger's 5klverweare, such as Knives
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in High Grade Watches—Hamilton
and Ball, B. W. Raymond—one half price.
Just received, nice lot of Bracelets, odd inaes and 6-size Watches... 53
cents On dorlars for ten days.-- -- ass
Don't forget the place. Next to Uses drug store.
0 ..!.:>. '
NT
TheModern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR.
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASINGt 4
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS. BATHI
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE:
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DA'
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. 1 Lee, 315 Bwav,
•
UT IRMO ‘4*
YOUR CORKS?ONDUNCE
BY USING THR
" UND[RWOOD
Leading Machine of the WOrld—
 6 Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which it your time.
PP
•
•
•
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET. L OUZ$VI1.L$, KY.
The New Veteri-ar,, 14osoit-,1.
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary F urgeons and dentists. Special facil-
ities have been provided for in co: structing our new hospital which en-
ables us to treat all diseases of hoe ses and dogs in the most modeon
manner. We have a clean, airy, can tary and up-to-date place and Ode
that es complete in every detail.
We invite you to call and insn • once
. 
Office and Hospital, ;429 South T bird street.
• Office phone, old, !mg; new, 153; residence, old phone x816.
111.
.1
I.
00"
• s.
,es
SLICK SCHEME
.1 -II-
•
ICONIGRESSIONAL RECORD IS
SUED AUG. 22 LOADED
ipt WITH TARIFF SPEECH.
'Representative McCleary, Premier,
"Stand-Patter," Took Nearly Two
Months to Revise Speech.
r Washington. Aug. 24.-A Congrers
-Sional Record of AUFTUSt 22 was is-
• aued yesterday, although congress a
Scorned nearly two months ago. 11
Consists of about thirty-four closely-,
printed pages of a tariff speech pur-
porting to have been delivered in the
house by .Representative McCleary vi
.1:14inn4so titn_ s aoi‘rtir June arv id. 2_5e.Ontiirs,thatv s
the house and held his speech for fu-
ture revision. It imai taken him all
thiO time to revise It. and, of course
$t there is little in it that Mr. Ma:-
Cleary actually said on the floor of the
Louse. It is needless to say that the
opeech has been held out in order
that it could 'be made as full as pos-
• s'ble and brought up to date. Being
government documents it can be
franked through the mails by the Re.
publican congressional committee at
einvernment expense, and this will be
Idone. The injustice of the situation
lies in the fact that a Democratic
speech in answer to it is denied the
free use of the mails.
. Mr McCleary in his speech even
roes Speaker Caannon and the presi.
Itient one better in their "stand-pat"
attitude. Here are a few sentences
from his speech:
"Partial revision is impossible by
reason of the number and variety of
the demands. When revision come
it will he general. The probability is
• that there will be more incronses than
• decrease: of duty. But at this tim
the sensible thing to do is to hold fast
• to a prosperity that is continually
growine better The wise and patri-
• otic thing now is to oppose tariff
I changes, either tipward or downward
and to enhold tariff ctabiltv Th
senlible thing to do now is to stand
pat" .
CROWD SCARES BRIDE AWAY
Wisconsin Man's Over Enthusiasm
Loses Wife He Advertised For.
Janesville. Vsas • Aug. 24.-Robert
Miller. aged 32 years, an employe of
trust at Howe !tiros.' cotton mills
here. inserted the following advertise-
ment a week ago in a Janesville -pa-
per:
WANTED-A wife, one who will
appreciate a good husband, by msn
• who is capable of supporting her. Ads
dress Robert Miller Janesville, Wie.
Today the answer arrived in the
person of Miss Eliza Kent of Fort At-
kinson. who wrote Miller three day*
ago that the proposition looked good
to her and that he could expect her
On the noon train. Miss Kent sent
her picture to make identification
store positive and said that she would
wear two large red roses in the front
Of her hat.
:Willer was en elated' over the trona
news that ale failed to keep the af-
fair a secret and just before going to
the tran'ateforrned a score of his
'friends. who at once accompanied him
to the depot.
On the way others joined in, so that
by the time the depot was reached
the platform was filled with a curious.
•• 'booting crowd. When the train
pulled in aliss Kent was the second
passenger to alight, and just as soon
Its the crowd caught a glimpse of the
.two red roses they made a dash for
"her before Miller realized the fitita-
lion.
'Miss Kent. was so frightened that
Artie started on a ma through the de-
-pot and dnwn•the main business street
with the crowd and several camera
fend; in cloce pursuit.
Miller by this time had gained a
strong lead and was the first to reach
the frightened girl, who halted af-
ter running two blocks. He tried hard
to explain the situation enA even pro-
Oticed leo- letters, hut such a recce-
!ion was too much for her and she
even refused to Ikten tee his plead-
ings.
She gayer Miller to understand that
car - no such man and was
tent net after that kind of notoriety.
lily this time the curious crowd toot-
pity on the girl and after she had left
Mailer standing on the corner she
Marta her way to the home of a friend
and tonight took her denarture back
Ittifort Atkinson determined that site
'would never answer any more mar-
riage ndvertisemente.
Miller nnw has his trntsbles. fcr
he firm of Howe Bros. has discharg-
ed him on the ground that they did
trot care for a man who would bring
upon the firm such notoriety.
PENCIL PUSHERS
To Meet in Denver-Are Gathering
°Near° !or the Start.
Chieavn.' Ill., Aug..24.-Well-lonown
weweennermen from many parts of
,p'ie east and rnildle west are round-
tip be ibis city preparatory to
stargeter for Denver to attend 'the six-
te(seh anneel convention of the In-
ternational League of Press Clubs.
'She joxrnalists will travel westward
by 'special train, leaving-- °biter to- sw
morrow morning and reaching the
Colorado capital Monday aftrnoon
The sessions of the convention are
scheduled' to begin the following day.
Brownlow's Downfall.
(Paris (Tenn.) Intelligencer.)
Mr. Brownlow is a very shrewd pol-
itician, but he made the mistake of
trying to hold the affections of Cie
Republican party by feeding it on
pie. This acted very well for a while
and would have been a howling suc-
cess if theh pie counter could have
appeased the appetite of every hun-
gry pie lover. But there was not
enough to go round. For one hun-
gry applicant in every dozen, Brown-
low could secure a plum, and while
the successful man 'became a support-
er to the Easy .Boss the trnfortunate
ones became, his foes, who only wait-
ed an opportune time to knife him.
The nomination of Evans and the in-
nie dispenser. 'show 'that the work has
been effectually done.
THE CONTRACTORS READILY
COMPLYING WITH THE
WISHES OF BOARD.
Streets Are Being Cleared and Work
Is Beginning to Draw to
Close.
WW 
.all2MMarr....WWIPMECO'
The traction company is busily en-
gaged in placing the curve in posi-
tion at Ninth and Broadway, and it
expects to be throttesh with its part
of the work and' turn it laver to the
bitulithic people next Thursday. That
company will at once commence put-
ting the finishing touches on the con-
crete foundation and 'throw the street
(men for traffic. The traction com-
pany abandoned the rsteet about three
weeks ago, waiting for rails. etc., for
their work. The rails arrived last
Tuesday and at the late session of
uhe board of public works the com-
pany was notified to proceed with the
work.
The spreading of concrete on Jeffer-
son and Sixth streets ceased yester-
day. because the contractors ran out
of cement. They expect another car-
load today and will resume work on
it arrival.
Contractor Bridges resumed the
work of repairing the curb and get-
ters on Broadavay Thursday. and the
bitulithic people are right behind his
men resurfacing the street, and by the
end of next week Broadway from
Fifth to Ninth streets will he re':
paired and resurfaced.
Contractor Bridges expects to com-
plete the sidewalks on West Jeffer-
son street today and to have his crew
start to laying sidewalks ran Ken-
tnekv avenue Mlondai morning.
All of the storm water sewers have
been laid on Jefferson street and the
cross streets except from Broadway
to Jefferson street on Ninth stheet.
Since the decided stand taken by the
board of public works the streets and
midewalke are being kept clear of stir-
plus dirt. bricks and other material.
and which is a relief to the politic.
Board ef Health Has Resigned.
Owensboro. Ky . Aug 24.-In some-
what of a huff the Oweneboro board
of health has resigned, the resignation
to take effect immediately. The ac-
tion of tbe members of the board wee
taken as the result of a claim thint
was tabled by the council. Tkr claim
was that the physicians" whom the
board had appointed to visit the
schools during the smallpox danger
and make examinations of the chil-
dren and vaccinate all who did not
show good scars. The claim amount-
ed to $125 and was considered very
Nett for the services The mayor is
in sympathy with the •hoard.
It is probable that a suit will be
instituted for the amrntnt in case the
council does not reconsider its ac-
tion.
What to Read.
If you have the blues, read the
twenty-seventh Psalm.
If your pocketbook is empty, read
the thirty-seventh Psalm.
If you are losing confidence in man,
tead-sabee
Corinthians.
If people seem unkied, read the fif-
teenth chapter of St. John.
If you are discouraged about your
work, read the one hundred and twen-
ty-sixth Psalm. .
If you find the world growing small
and yourself great, read the nine-
teenth Psalm.
TI s-ou cannot have your way in
everything. keep siletat and read the
third chapter of St. James.
If you are out of sorts, read the
twelfth chapfer of Hebrews.-Ram's
Horn.
Free From the Saloon. -
Nine counties of Illinoie-Moui-
trie Warren. Saline. McDonough.
reihnenn. Lawrence, Hamilton, Craw-
ford, and Edwards-are now wholly
under prohibition law. More than
aro towns and cities are now free
from the saloon.
Bat maids.
According to the cense% of Mot
00re were ae.eo7 hermaide in Eats-
lae4 and VVIales. Of OW number 7,-
362 were in Lohdon.
EATSHOP EVILS
CHICAGO COUNCIL TO BETTER
CONDITIONS OF UNDER-
PAID TOILERS.
Women and Children Slave on Gar-
ments to Make Thirty
Cents a Day.
Chicago. Aug. 24.-Chicago's cheap
clothimg is being made by women
workers -forced to toil for 30 cents a
day.
The clothing worn by many of the
men and women of the city is made
tinder unsanitary conditions.
The exposure of these conditions
followed the inaestigatinn Sanitary
Tete/wet-or- Perry-Ts 4-I-edrielts is- carry=
i.e. on. As a re-eit lie will rec;m-
men to the city council that the work
shops be prohibited frnne sending
work to the homes of women sewers.
The penalty for the offense will be
from !troop to no. placed upon the
workshop proprietors. The present
ordnance forbid the work being
done in bedrooms and livine• room.
but places the penalty upon the work-
ers themselves.
One of the rrreat evils which In-
spector 'Hedrick found was the labor
performed Iry little children. When
the tenement house workers take the
cloth to their homes they set the
children to work also.
That there is much danger of di;-
ease being carried by these conditions
is asserted by inspector Hedrick.
"In some places where there were
only one or two living rooms," said
Inspector Hedrick. "I found three and
four women at work turning up the
seams on the trousers and sewing on
the buttonholes. -For this work they
received only 7 cents a dozen, and
they were making about 30 cents a
day. They had to pay $5 a month
rent and make their living out of
this small wage. T have foiled some
bad sanitary conditions. hut I have
not completed my investigations
along those lines."
As a result of an inspection of work
shops by Sanitary Tn,pectors Ida Sul-
livan. Julia Dunlap, Dollie Bingham
and Augusta H. Pie, suit was started
against eighty-five workshops yester-
day for failing to take out city ii-
censee. There have been SU licences
issued this year, but some of the work
shops have failed to comply with the
law.
Illinois Central R. R. Excursion Bul-
letin.
Chattanooga, Tenn.-Regimental
reunion anniversary battle of Chick-
mauga. Date of sale September 17.
18 and to. 1906; limit September 30.
zg06. By depositing ticket anti pay-
ing fee of 50 cents tickets can be ex-
tended to October 3t. 1906. Round
trip rate, $9.25.
Colorado Springs. Colo -Pike's
Peak centennial ceiebratien. Dat• c
of sale. September to 20 and 21 t906:
limit Octomer 15, t906. Rotund trip
rate. $36.3o.
Guthrie. Ky.-Dark Tobacco Grow-
ers' association. Datss of Rade Sep-
tember 22, 1906; limit. September a4.
1906. Round trip rate, $4.95,
-Lexington, Ky.-Colored A. & M.
lair. Dates of sale, September 11 to
15, inclusive. 1906; limit, September
17,1o906 Round trip rate, $9.,35.
Louis/Ole, Ky.-State convention
Christian church in. Kentuckx. Dates
of sale. September 23 to 27, inclusive.
1906; limit. September 29, 1906. Round
trip rate. $6.95.
Louisville, Ky.-Cheap excursion;
leaves Paducah 12:50 p. m.. August
28; returning, leaves Louisville 4 P.
m., August 30. 'Round tdip rate. $2.
Memphis, Tenn-National Baaptist
(colored) convention. Dates of sale,
September 9 to lath ,inclusive, 1906;
limit, September 20, 1906. Round trip
rate, $5.25.
New York, N. Y.-Homecoming
miffIliam Jennings Bryan. Dates of
sale August 28 and 29, 1906; limit
to leave New York, 'September s.
Round trip rate, $26.75.
Los Angeles, Cal.-National Baptist
convention. Dates of sale, Feptember
3 to 14, 1906; limit, October 31, 1906.
Round trip rate, $60.50.
For further particulars apply tol
J. T. Donovan. Agent. Paducah, Ky.;
a et.. . A.. Union Depot.
+: SCIIOOL BOOKS AND+ -Kentucky Fair Dates.
•
•:• 4. n. 4' +..•++ +
Kentucky Stale Fair, Loutsvitle-
September 17-22.
Harrodsburg, August 7-4 days.
Fera Creek, August' 14-4 days.
Vanceburg, August 15-4 days.
Shepberdsviille, August 21-4 days. HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT_\ 15-4 days.Lavvrrete+urg, August days.
Springfield, August 15-4 days.
London. August 28-4 days.
Brodhead, August 15-3 days.
Mt. Olivet, Atarast* 16-3 days.
Gutherie, August 23-3 days.
Nicholasville, August 28-3 days.
Angtrat 28-4 days. COME TO US WE CAN SUPPLY 5 YOUFlorenve, August ae.-st. dcys.
SCHOOL SUPPLES
Ewing, August 30-3 (4y9.
Elizabethtown, September 4-3 days.
Paries_September e-,5 days.
Bardstown, September 5-4 der&
Monticello, Septemoer 11-4 Gays.
Glasglow, september 12-4 days.
Sebree, September 18-5 days.
Hartford. September 19-4 days
Henderson, September 26-4 days
Falmouth, Septtember 26-4 days.
Pembroke, September 27-3 days..
Owerrs•boro. October 2-5 days
Mayfield, October 3-days.
Excursion Rattes Via. the Southern
Railway from Louisville.
Denver. Colorado Spr:ngs and Pu-
eblo, Col -$36.00. On sale daily to
September loth, with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville, N. C.-$15.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
--
Low Homeseekers Rates to many
points in the southwest, west and
points in the souhteast, west and
southewst on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets
etc., call on any agents of the South-
ern Railway or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., tit East
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. M. MUNGERFORD, D. P. A.
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
J. C. BEAN, JR., A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.
THE WHOLE FAMILY.
Mblly's in the hammock, swinging;
Polly's in the parlor, singing;
Dolly's in an auto, going for a ride.
Molly feels a little lazy,
Polly drives the neighbors crazy,
Dolly has a young man seated by
her side.
Tom is at the Vineyard, sailing;
Ned is in the mountains, scaling
Peaas and flirting evenings, happy
as a Turk.
Pa is in his office, toiling,
Though the summer weather's broil-
ing :
Ma is in. the kitchen, doing up the
work.
00 -Somerville Journal.
Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
_LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED - STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEABPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND fi"-ZOADWAY
TEL. pat
Under its new constitution the:
Transvaal is to haveba bilingual legisl
lature. English or Dutch may bei
spoken. In Canada a member of par-;
liament can address the house in
English or French, and it was only.
the other day that Mr. Bourassa
tacked Sir Wilfrid Leader for reply-
ing in English to asspeech of his in!
French. In New Zealand the Maori,
or native members have tbe right of
speaking in their own. language, their
speechee being translated sentence
after sentence by an official inter-
preter.
Leprosy in Norway 'me been strict-
ly limited, in prevalence to the labor-
ing part of the cotriettur:ty-to tF
fishermen, the' boltmen and peasants
who lead extremely hard live!.
laborer! iu Samoa get only
$2-saa. a meet's besitles board. lodo'ne
end, medieal attendance. Thry
$5. but the plant's, ti 5:Ty that 1,,otild
make farnelnp uteri! ofitsble
Good Tooth
Brushes
4t:
et.
1$
For ther,Country Schools at
We have:what you and
we know what you want.
Pnr, P wrf-TrFTP.MORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
MDUCAH REAL- EST "i.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VECiERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE :sin
FREE TO EVBRYBODY. SEND FOR T.
cm; 
ela
oPM1.4. I noi. 7^...> t.i'30;-- - .#7.2:>-;74i
E E. COULSON,
...PLO BIEL.
Steam and Dot Water Ileatin9.
Phone 63. 220 N. Third
-49kraktgletAIW
INSURE WITH -
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
 •
Offices 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385
--Residence 1696
Mattil Efinger Gs Co.
Undertakers and Embahners,
130 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH.,KY
A. S. DABNEY
-DENTIST-
Truelsart
You cannot a single tooth
brush in all our tooth which
is not a goodt brush.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seen to
give satisfaction. If one should
pass our examination with
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a new one for it
or return your money, which-
ever you prefer'
J. G. Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST
tvIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 53.
Dependable:
HUI
Artistic
and-
BEAUTIFUL
Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Beltspiras and buckles, Nair
Ornaments, la combo mil
Barrettes, Silver Card Cows
and Purses. We are
showing a al the
NEW STYLE BRACELETS
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER
'327 PROADWAY.
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and bes
excursion curt of Paducah.
$8100 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & retur
ie--a_trip of plea-ewe, csamtor,
and • rest; good service, good tabl
good roam, etc. Boats leave ea.:it
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p..02
For other information apply to Jas
Roger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent_
Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AN
RETURN, ccmtinotss passage $4.s.:
Unlimited ticket fs.00 meals aiml
berth included.
ROUND TAIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over "rags each, witkeell
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good misic on ail tilts busts. Tor
urt:ier particulars see
, S. A. FOWLFR, Oen. Pass. Agent
; 
or OPIFIN FOW LPN, City Paw
Agent Pli,ne 13.
A
'THE RECIISTER
•
PUBLISIIRD BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
(Incorporataed)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway
JAMES E. WILHELM, Preellent
JOHN W/LHELM, Treasurer
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
Entered at the Posteffice of Pandit-
tali, Ky., as second-class mail matter
One Year $5.00
Six Months  &So
'Three months •  1.25
One Week  •to
Anyone failing to receive this paper
-regularly should- report tne 'matter (..
The Register Office at once. Tele-
eshone Cumberland 318.
ANNOIJNCEMENTS
For City Judge.
We are authorized to
A. CROSS
as a candidate for :he office of City
Judge of Paducah; subteet to the ac-
tion of the Democratic PV•inuo-y Elec-
tion to be field Thurisday, September
ao.
Kano itmc C
We are authorized to announce
ED H. PURYEAR.
As a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
t:on of the Democratic Primary Elec-
fion to be held Thursday, September
20.
Saturday Morning August 25, 10)6.
All Idlers Must Wotic.
There are so many- professional
idlers in the conetry that the ques-
tion of help is bettotning a• serious
problem. Vagraans are a curse .te
every community. Out in the state
of Washington disaster stares the ag-
ricultural districts in the face. Farm-
ers offer a-. hige as $3 per day and
board for harvest 'hands, but cannot
get them. The authorities have taken
up the question sil relief, and it is
a case of work or go to the rock pile.
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer, in dis-
cussing the subject, says:
"Idlers in southern Wlashington
must either enter the harvest field
or go to jail. The old blue law of
New England, that 'he *Ito will not
work shall not cat," has been revived
throughout the wheat belt of this
Mate and northern Oregon at the in-
lance of farmers Whose chagrin upon
having an offer of a.slay and.board
rejected by loafers reustbe appeased.
"Accordingly rfferlown councils of
Pullman, Colfax. Garfield, Pomeroy,
Palouse and a half 8oren other towns
have rendered it possible to inflict
double penalty for vagrancy, a fine
and jail sentence of thirty days being
imposed. and tbe prisoneribcing re-
quired to work rm a spekially pro-
vided. rock pile in lite 'broiling sun
"The definition of the term 'vagrancy'
has been enlarged in its application
in the wheat belt until it practically
devolves upon the accused to show
-that he has some moans of support
involving some physical effort on his
part, for if it is not 4f1Sible' to the
pelice magistrate the prsoner will
,-eusrly be held for vagrancy.
"The ijemanad for 'help is almost
• •trafeedr in 981ne leetaidies. 'Reim-
ers, realizng that their crop will.be
practically ruined •should it not h
harvested withtist a brief time. make
• frantic appeels to any man or woman
capable of wielding a pitelifork. Thee.
offer frqm IP to $3 pet bay and hoard.
and stipulate teadily titat the quality
.of the hoard 'Ahab. sival that a,t 1)11-
nossaieo's. sod *e tilted man call have
•theb:bdtheiSLfoc Ole
ing"
A Few Ptak Woods.
The people ase keeying -en ,eye on
the lcl political situating', and if
the demo.7raric lertile+eliittl 'beer :n
-mind tilat the 'people of this. tity wl
-not ve-r,c for ay and every 'kind dl
men. pic /jacket ilia be selec:ed next
nnoutii 4g, 
-idol& NclreFtbler- 1161I.V
men Aso bears die earmeeke of the
.00rporations Olnesig slated 
jrat. The. jlecnke,e.ple are is the
majority iesWii-iiittY, and they do not
propose to indorse the work of a
few mien a the head of party affairs
in both parties, when at the instance
of certain dealers and corps/r-
ations ther put,op twO tickets of the
mime kind at-die' 14;)eisimberlelectiln.
The people of this ci Sot etc.-deter-
mined 'to take charge, of the general
council, and- the Rooster ox Log Cab-
in have no attractions for thkvii. They
want true, loyal and upright oten .to
represent them. If either party gives
them that kind of a ticket it will be
elected. The dernoertuic iparty lost
the general council because it was
dominatet by, the wrong eteierent.
political standpoint the Register pre-
fers to see the democratic party win,
bat as we know of no political issues
involved in a city eketion it resolves
itself into a question of men. The
election in,Noyember will have much
influence on the :general city election
next year. The democratic party of
Paducah must .get rid of grafters and
bribsiseekers; it it does not it may ex-
pect to bear the odium that such'
criminals bring to a party. Beforel
the democratic party recovers thel
confidence :Of the voters of Paducah it'
must show the people that it realizes,
its mistakes of the past in 'believing!
that the lawless and the corporate
interests are the ones for it to serve.:
It mak stand out as the party of 0/e l
people. The indications, however, aret,
that she leaders think they can rtusi
any add ticket over the people. Thisl
rir-..Trowortotyrismotow.
still, in the election just ended th•
peculiar spectacle was presented of
an alliance between Hoke Smith and
Tom Watson. the leader of the Geor-
gia Populists, and the alliance was on
radical grounds, mainly 'hostility to
corporations, and 2,a exaggerated' is-
sue of the race question. It was in
18o7—Edward Preble, Americas
Howell's defeat, despite his prom- commodore, died.
inence, personal popularity and "reg-i 1814—Wa.shington, D. C. evacuated
ular" Democratic record, not with,. by the Brit sh.
standing 'his "friendship for Mr. Bry-I 1830—Insurrection of
an and "his fervent invocation of the 'commenced at Brussels.
Bryan name during the campaign, is! 1854—Japanese announced new
only an "also san.!'..coming .c.sit. among "Policy of commercial intercourse with
-e-the tail-emiers of the contest rudign nations- _
casinot be done. The register is per-
fectly ft minor.. with how tickets are
made up, and of the tactics employed
to bluff off good men, and we know
that it rests largely with the poli-
orian•s as to who gets on the ticket.
If the democrats want to win they
ran do so, but there must be a radi-
cal departure front the course pur-
sued in the past two eleetiens. Previ-
tons to each of those elections the
'RegAier warned the party leaders
and predicted the defeat of the ticket.
They sneered at our predictions, but
the results show that We knew the
situation better than the politicians.
Our warning at this time may be mis-
understood and construed to mean
that we desire to see the democratic
ticket defeated; if that was true ste
would not bother about warning the
leaders, but let them rush headlong
into defeat. The people will not
stand for a wide-open town or to he
dominated by the corporations. That's
plain enough to understand.
I‘et. * • *
* "THIS DATE IN HISTORY"
AUGUST a&
* • • 111. • • •
' 1270—Louis IX. of France
rain that Mr. 'Rowell and his paper n
....,orii April 25, tats.
hived:ad the pritent name of Bryan 1482—Margaret of Anjou, Quceo of
ana arged that both -Smith and Wat- Henry VI. of England, died. 
r _ ,
. • :•_%, i
son were enemies of the "peerless, 1770—Thomas Chatterton, English
leer.", Mr. Smith, it seems, has.poet, *Led.
.• 5776--David Hume, Scotch histor-carried tio ont of the 145 counties in •
the slate, while Mr. Howell, at last .ian, died. Born April 26, 1711.
report, had only six counties to his 1789_
credit, a; less number than was car-1 Mary 
Washington, mother of
tied by R. H. Russell. one of the "side iGeorge 
Washington, died.
show" candidates in the contest. Mi.!
Belgians
The Geoigia election was in a 1862—James Appleton, father of
measure a radical victory—Tom Watr prohibition, d ed. Born February 14.
son had a hand in it—bet the fact re- i1;86.
mains that Mr. Cleveland's old sec-, 1897—President
retary of the interior, one of the reg- assassinated.
ular old gold-bug kind, has wiped up
the earth with one of the most ardent
supporters of 16 to i in Georgia. or
in the United States for that matter.
It is on the whole a mixed result.
City Gudgeons Are Easy.
(Philadelphia Ledger.)
There are certain confidence games
so grossly crude that all the victim
'may expert is a laugh. There is no
sympathy for him and he deserves
what he gets, which its a lesson in
experience. But the representative
from the hack counties who 'buys a
gold brick, who bets that he can open
a lock who wagers his money upon
the location of a nimble pea under
a shell conicared with the city-bred
gudgeon who reads the oersonal Of a
"widow" and is moved thereby to
"loosen on" is a monument of wis-
dom, dignity and astuteness,
Party in Danger.
(Carroll County. Tenn.. Democrat)
The Demncratic party in Tennessee
is in danger of being defeated in No-
vember because of the action of the
state convention in refusing to take
an aggressive %position upon those
moral quostiOns that have been the
inspiration of theh party for several
years past, and has been largely re-
sponsible not only for its splendid
means; our Outgo exceeds our in-1 victories but for the ereelfent pees-
come; theece annual foreign debts ex-i lige it holds abroad along ethicsl
ceed our fasrorable trade -balances— lines.
and it is the absorption of our mon- 
.
ey .by the foreign banks in settlement 4 + + + + . ...is + 41 •-p + +
of this deficit that causes financial.. 
•
stringency in spite of phenomenal 4 RAM'S HORN ArRINKLES. •I"
prosperity and an enormous expas- . 4 i •
sion of currency and creint. 
. ++ • + es es'st ft. + li 1 .441AS, .0'
"Any suggestion that the -monetary ;
situation is not just right is always
met with the claim that, no matter He is not eloquent whose wow* do
what the surface indications may he, not change acts. .
wour great prosperity is a sure guar- A little talk with Jesus is orth a
antee that financial condifions are lot of talk about Him,
sound at the bottom. Bin the his- The Lord looks at the 'hearts, not
tory of theolUstiwn borrowers. along the hats, in the church.
ebw nthe ill facts, makes thie The honorable man will always
claim look very silly. In June. 1902. honer the things that are honorable,
when these temporary debts amount- The social for revenue only does
est to $soo.000.o0o. the amount of gold not promote the righteousness of the
in the treasery, exclusive of What was church.
held for redemption of gold certifi- Every weed that comes to fruitage
cotes. was about $aso,oco.000. So that is to remind us that good steed is not
if foreigners had demanded oath set- barren,
tlemient of even one-half of what we Every man is more closely related
owed them, it would have trained the to his Father above than to his par-
treasury, forced a bond issue. astdd ents below,
pr-cipitated the worst money panic in You cannot eliminate selfishness
our history." • t, by legislation, but you can some-
times check its speed. ..
The Result in Georgia. If you are Gotl's child, you will not
(Nook/vale Bann'.) double up your fists at any of the rest
The greatest irjatification concern- of His family.
ing the gobernatorial contest in Gent-- By the time you have boiled: your
gia must be that it is ended It has
been espetially noisy and acrimonious
and the two leading Atlanta papesej
that we 'immediately repress,etas
nye if the two leading canifitlates
gave themselves over so enritpletehr
4to the aspettes of the campago t
mast be a green relief to the Getirea
public that 'the tamest is. brought
to a chime. .
The reenit •is not withoui it* petite
kid lesson outside of Georgia, Omelets
it i* rather perplexing. It illustrates
to a marked degree t , changes in
the political kaleidoscope. T-Ton.
'Hole Smith. who, the returns 
cate, has triensistiell by a serprIsing-
ly_ilatge vote, was_seerefary of the
intefior ender 'llik. eCleveland in bit
la* -administration. ehowsth he re-
signed the place in the sitabinet and
gave a perfunetorr,,nepport to Mr.
Bryon in both of itV, Nebrsideons
campaigns. he was in lull sympathy
with the policies of the Cleveland
admiitistration and' wail alwayf op-
posed to% the free silver Ilellacy and s there. rJournal. which he owned and con- The 'judgment sirill.ie g at tier-,
tredled from 1887 to ilti8 and in -which prise to those who blind em selves
he Still retains an Inierest wee op- tee their own faiths by keeping busy
posed to Tisch free Osier fallacy and with those of others. 
.
was a lukewarm stipporter of Mir. It is strange that those who tall
13 rest!. most of faith in Providence Often
Mr. *Clark 'Howell. a defeated can- have least in people.
Mate, an excellent gentleman anell There are men of money who
.one personally popular in Georgia, think they are lending their gold to
was always an ardent Bryan man. His the Lord while the colleges are pay-
naper. the Atlanta Constitution, Was inv. thetn back by degrees,
always more or less hostile to Mr. The DOE sosig• de meth,
Cleveland. god became bitterly so of morality, the trignometry of truth.
during the latter years of Mr. Cleve- the 'biology of -their; blessed life, the
Istrid'sr• 44.4 iadmitititration. It wastariettee of the soul,
the infnenee of the rnmfittition, psi thcannot afford to have grafters madi ..e man whom Grid- can only use ,Nven. int be ogd •to get tack: to
loriheseekers identified with it. Al 
Much alt env other eatise. that led) to 1-cindle fires cannot understand why -Goirs own connery.g
Borda of Uruguay
SKIDDOO!
Members of Second Ky. Regiment
Band Routed Out of Room 23
By Fire.
A letter from a member of the Sec-
ond Regiment Band, of Frankfort,
which is • in Madison. Ind.,
this wet of a fire which oc-
tallied in city several days ago
on the same block as was the hote:
which the members of the band
pa tronied.
"Of course we were a pretty sight,
parading up the street with an arm
lull of clothes and swinging an old
tin horn, while those beautiful white
plumes of our bonnets were allowed
to drag in the dust, but the idea of
our being such fools as to take 'room
23"in that confounded hotel, of all
numbers, and then being forced to
skiddoo.' Don't tel anybody about it."
DEAD BIRDS CAUSE TYPHOID.
Thousands of Sparrows Poond in
Water Works Starn:pips.
Three Oaks, Mich, Aug.. 4.—The
cause of an epidemic of typhoid fever
among the 1,mo inhabit-tits of this
place was discovered tos:ay when a
member of the board of health
climbed to the topsof the water works
.standpipe and found the dead bodies
of several thousand young sparrows
in various stages of decomposition
covering the surface of the water
Immediately the mayor gave ie-
structions to empty the sitandiiipe,
scrub and paint it Hundreds of hpar-
rowi nests have been built 'on a
ledge that runs around the sumnait
of the standpipe and the young birds
are supposed to have fallen into the
uncovered standpipe while trying to
fly
The rover made for the :tanelpipe
when it was constructed was never
put on. There are now twenty-one
cases ftyphoid fever in the town.
'AN WANTS MAN
CHICKEN." SAYS COON
Living Beyond Our Means.
(11loody's Nlagatose.)
"Here, then, we have *hat stems
to me a rational explanation of our
financial troubles. We are -suffering
from the - Sterne old-fashioned com-
plaint that has brought nations and,
individuals to grief from time imme-
morial; sete..-ar, living beyped our
"Ah Wants Mali Chic'. en" is a coop
song that should be ve• appropriate
now as hen roosgs are •aided niebtle
'by the two-legged coor •
Nfiany henhouses an,' coops were
raided night befoce tart in varieol
parts of the cify.
Mks fierchett, of i3e-i South 'Sixth,
lost fifteen fat milleti.-rld other resi-
dents of the South Side were also
visited, the visitors denarting with
faith down to a form you 'have taken sitnitry hen's mid robstere.Chnides Riddle, of riot libuth Third.the life out of it.
staved so to rove the visiters a warns
'Nothing will give yern a better nut-1
look on this svothi thas soine sky recention They carte and Ilr. Rid-dle heed oo,veral Idiots et Weal. Nut.lights to Heaven.
tinfbrtneately fllis nisi was seeded t y,IA man gets tittle nonrishment out
of the 'Word when he realist it only err adril""
shot for saints.
You can always tell a frog even
a silk hat, by the way he mints for
dirt.
They often firdl the wellspring in
fihe wilderness who seek the wonder-
er there.
It's no see prying Coil to come
iwto your heart when you are spread-
ing the table for the devil.
T_enple who say _tater_ go Jatat tea
lobk for God is naturs'arsopt to
leave their guide hoots at home.
, 'There's no promise of a robe of
eigternisness in the man who gi've'
away his old overcoat in Julys`
Some risen wcruld have nothieg to
do with the church if tiley could not
get a dolrar chicken itineesieriitFi
the far Smith in persiii*. of the six- those who are strong enough fo'r
a
seri cneco• sad Oddities.
si metr4see t, f the Chinese legation.
clad in snleselia "lee-tined silk stool
b-o-se the rasino at Newport.
fw said, "cause untidy hab-
it,: sol.s.o. in pins its China" tie'
smiled IP reserefl: "The right way'
to fasten things is with buttons and
To fasten thug, wits pins is tf Ma ille mit.
1
brittonholes or with loops soli fro* Porits brag
1
use nr NA alifihr inaRrealiff7 ro em- Habit is stronger than
elou pins is to becomelazy and Ytov- mint or passion
enly. We have no pins in China. Mien who beg are tonally tilose who
Certain foreign manufacturers shipped who formerly equandered.
triNimis of them to tie in the past) t it isn't what a man owes. but *hitbut we sent them back. We had no he nays, that keeps him poor.
use for them. We are trio neat " After all, a woman's effort to beat,
. tifr herself il hot a vain atternotEngland and-the continetat are now winmen ought to make satisfactory
overrun with Americans. A globe angels because they are so fond oftiotter said the other day that Amer- "harping."
leans collie he distinguished by these p.. 
sentences,, which they are continually
repeating-
"? studied' French at school, blit—r
"Amerioan men are the best in the
werlff." 1! AP
"Mint 'Wouldn't I give for a good,
bio nlate of American ice cream." .
"Crier. me croiod. plain, home cook-
ing. 'Mese *ewe( fames mai me
sick." . . --
'No. thank' you. We never . drink'
wine with our meals' in America." . i
"Aairdt the 'English stupid" . 
.
SUCCESSORS TO
."1111.1^-- _ J 44n10111,1"11."."4""".'"^
COULD NOT MT
NIGHT OR DAY
With Irritating Skin Humor—Whole
Body Affected—Scalp Itched All
the Time and Halt Began to Fall
Out—Wonderful Result From
APPLICATION OF
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"I am never without Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment since I tried
them last summer. About the latter
part of July my whole body began to
itch. I did not take muck notice of it
at first, but it began to get worse all the
time, and then I began to get uneasy
and tried all kinds of baths and other
remedies that were recommended for
skin humors; but I became worse all
the time. My hair began to fall out and
my scalp itched all the time. Espe-
cially at night, just as soon as I would
get in bed and get warm, my whole body
would begin to itch and my finger nails
would keep it irritated, and it was not
long before I could not rest night or day.
A friend asked me to try the Cuticura
Remedies, and I did, and the first appli-
cation helped me wonderfully. For
about four weeks I would take a hot
beth every night and then apply the
Cuticura Ointment to my whole body;
and I kept getting better, and by the
time I used four boxes of Cuticura I was
entirely cured, and my hair stopped
falling out, but I continue to use the
Cuticura on my scalp. It keep. all dan-
druff out and scalp is always clean. I
always use Cuticura Ointment on my
face after shaving, and have found
nothing to equal it. I will never be
without it." D. E. Blankenship,
319 N. Del. Si,
Oat. 27, 1906. Indianapolis, Ind.
BRIE 10 1014'S
"I have used Cuticura Ointment for
chafing of infanta, and as they grew
older all skin diseases were given treat-
ment with that and the Cuticura Soap.
I never found it neeeestiry to call a duo-
tor, as these Remedies are a sure cure,
If used as directed. I am glad to recom-
mend them to all mothers." Sincerely
yours, Mrs. P. A. Kennard,
June 21, 1905. St. Paul Park, Minn.
eutletuelltr..01•ftwasti ate iStroggitte
aase="Pulitt Divas arms owe-. ass • areaitssaemall•Caselketbs
tiled along the white beach, attracted
much attention. Under their red silk
parasols the ladies in white looked
at the small gray donkey and smiled.
The gentlemen, raising their eyes
from their novels, patted the small
and dainty animal as it passed.
"That donkey cost a hundred," said
a veterinary .surgeon. "It is a very
fine specimen. What I want to know
is why are not cheau donkeys bred
here in ,Arrerica, the same as abroad)
Then every child, at an expense of
five or ten dollars, might have a don-
key no bigoer than a Newfoundland
doe- to ride and drive
"London is full of donkeys. The
rosters use them. !very tiny had,-
*ter cart is drawn by a tiny gray eon-
key. The animals are bred in Ireland
and in Wales, *pit it is possible to buy
litlle ones kit Tour. five or seven dol-
lar% and sop on up to a hundlred or
mop. for the fanev fr•arsoli.
"The donkey is doeile intelligent.
industrious H• never rims
away. He never loses hd. temnev, He
k an ideal net for children. ana if
were bred here lie would he within
Hie reach of noarly all.
"Think how nice it *mild he if von
could do here what e-o 4- in
* child' a nice Wit
donkey that only coats/ five dollar..."
"As oven or stove should' never be
placed where the sun wiN strike ik"
an architect. "Sunlight putio• jr,
nut, you know. I heti often heard
from old stymies' that ices would not
barn well if the sus shone on them
Sit thoufaltt this vas a sepersti-
tion. I tkodakt the fires only seemed
to burn less well becauie the bright
light of the sun made their %Me 5
took sale aid weitli. I was wrong.
tholioh
"Ts is far t t sunlight on a rito•e
or store will weaken and eventeally
extineuish the fire. The reason is' that
the sun's rays hinder cornhieltino
eareiyier 0 e air and' lessening the%
hulk of °Wizen so necessany to a
godldi bright blare."
Pointed Paragraphs.
where wise men ovily ad-
••••••••••••••...
either jade-
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Paducah Stamp & Stencil Co.
rboust-cleaning is needed. From ign;# tannic Joists are not whittled tip is he is. lot pija tistre ifomiey -cart as it trim_ 523 Broadway. New Te
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THAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202-R
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
1 to 3oo horse power. Best, cheeps
eat and most economical.
Special attention to electric lights'
hig Omits.
HARRY E. WALLACE,•
Panacea. Ey.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescent Route
DIRECT LINE TO
CHATTANOOGA, ATLANTA •
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
Aim to Asheville. Hendc!sonvilIgh
&reward, Lake Texaway, Hot Spriasps 4
and many other resorts in the "Lama
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire°
cimaisy of Western North Carolina.
°String a high altitude, brachia
climate, pictaresque mountain scenting
and splendid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land at
the Sky" booklet and other basis
comely illustrated literature.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray
•
Lessington, Ky.
Pass. Assad,
C. K. HUNGERFORD Duit. Palm
Agent, Louisville, Ky. 4
S. B. AILS/4, Asst. &eel. Pas".
Agent, Sc. Louis. Mei 4
Have
Moved
to
Broadway
REPAIRING ...4 SPXCIALTr
We handle s the -inset and dahiM
eat artieles with the utmost cars
Ind make repairs that ate 6•041111.111
sauffisctory.
J. L.. WANNER,
Jeweler :
311 Broadway"4
PROSE 723-a. 1 •
rein BLUE RAIBOB
BOTTLE MEI t
Said et
Gray's Mullet,
Rinser House Bar,
L. A.4,,agostarsolo.
1,2
9 3
•
BIG PASTARI
.4114_)
IN COMMANICHE COUNTY,
OKLAHOMA, SOON TO BE
OPENED.
Contains 503 boo Acres—Will Be Sold
by Sealed Bids instead of
Public Auction.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 24.—
Thossands of people are arutionsly
waiting for the opening of 505,000
acres of rich land in Commanche
county, Oklahoma, comprising the
Kioma, Commanche and Apache
reservations known as the big pas-
ture. This vast area IIMSI be opened
for settlement before December 6
next, when the law authorizing the.
•opening -expires. Details f
• 
ar -We
iormaf opening will . be held up until
the return of Secrefaryv Hitchcock. of
the interior department, who is
spending the siunraja.in New Hamp-
ski re.
These lands ar,e to be sold under
the United States homestead laws
either at public.. aucfion or under
sealed bids al may be decided by
Secretary Hitchcock. The territory to
be disposed of for permanent develop-
ment comprises some of the best
farm lands In Oklahomi and Aies near
the towns of Lawton, Okla., And Dun-
can, I. T. It is prokatile that these
lands will be disposed of by sealed
bids instead of . a polsjic auction as
heretofore annormred.
In the opinitnk of-Prancis. E. Leuiv•
commattioner of Indian affairs, the
sei/ ed bid method of disposal is tbi
better. Officials of the general land
offi ecstill believe. that the lands
should be snld at public auction.
howevei, and Secretary Hitchcock
must finally decide wIfIch of the two
methods shall he adopted.
It was stated at the interior de-
partment today that the judgment of
Commissioner Leupp, who, as the,
head of Indian office, naturally isputting the interests of the red men
first, wi I have 'great weight with
Secretary Hitchcock. This would
seem to :ndicate that the great auc-
tion to which so many—prfirtfeclIve
settlers have been looking forwardinay give place to sealed bids.
While holding out firmly far sealedbids Commissioner Letrpp *dials that
much has been said against that man-
ner of selling the land. He is con-
v:nced. however. that the weight of
evidence is eaally an his side of the
scale. Mr. Leupp believes the prices
wdr be higher if the lands are sold
wader sealed bids, and he wants the
Indians to get as much as possible
_for their hold•ngs.
COWS TONGUE A LIFE-SAVER
Licks' Unconscious Master's Face and
Poise Till He Revives.
S•mon Worster, a farmer on the
Elston road, believes that he owes
his life to a friendly cow which he
was fattening for the butcher..says.a'
Sayre (Pa.) telegram. lie fell iincon
scious in h s barn at about .4 o'clock
in the afternoon and at 6 he was
brought to his senses by Mt" old
ptanding over hint and lickiagi his
lice. 
•I Mail.The animal had appuentiy been
doing this all the interim, foe when he
recdvered consciossaess Isis wifists
were all tauw (Lout Lhe rough coat
of the cow s tongue. His doctor said
that the animal had 'eyed his I fe;
that the constant !lifting of her
rough-costiad tongue sipaiast his fare
and on his pulse had motored respira-
tion.
Instead at .the boviwhealer being
slaughtered, attliit if% in pastures
green and by coo waters as long as
she beesthos, 7
CHURN NOTES
1.01 • .
areeivray impioarg., aplomb.
R. I*. Nel1PFT1 will /Nisch both
morning and eve ing at his ehurch1.4
ai the regli kg , _lids in_pistiaa.
Sobiecl will-Tie, 
7 
IA ShallWe
Live or Shag We. .1Ixist." Sunday
school at crio.
Trull ble -*Olilesd47r-iiithaiiiitit Cliterek.
I .Regulas services both monism and
evaing at the Trimble itreet Metho-
d4. church at is. a...., am Everyosa
oar-come. 
• 
.junior League at 2 p. in.
Tenth Street Christian Chores.
' Sunday school at 9:3o a. m. i&-oni-
munion at 10:45 a. m. All members
. of both Sunday Khoo) and church
are reqttested to 4ttend both services.
Ask your friends to attend with fon.
All will be welcome.
Mechanicsburg Christian Cbsirctips.
Sunday 'school at 2:30 p. td1; ,Com-intsnion at 3:30 p. m. A tulk attend
- pace desired. 'Fiends
Evangelical Church.
German services next Sunday
morning. English seryices at night.
. •
SKIN CAME
W. L. RUCIkER. AN EbDY,,VILL2
DARKY, FLIMYLAMIME'D
OUT OF $4.50.
The Old "Found Pocket-Dook" Game
Was Used—Sharpers Were
Also Negroes.
1,‘,1 L. Rucker, an Eddyville •darky,
"was the victim of a slick swindle
about dark last night.
Rucker, who is a reputable negro
and conducts a daify at, Eddyville,
came to the city to attend the funeral
of his 'brother, Alex Rucker, who was
buried yesterday afternoon.
Rucker was walking out Kentucky
avenue, and when near  Sixth street a
s,egtjtitIbead of Un stooped and
picked up a pocket-book.
'Another negro, immediately behind
Rucker, called out:
"Hold on dar, nigger, youse got to
divy."
The two got together, opened the
pocket-book. and one of them said:
"Gee! Dar's a, hundred-dollar bill!"
After a consultation they said to
Rucker, who was an interested spec-
tator. that they would divide withhim if he would agree to keep quiet
about the finding of the money.
The two Paducah darkvs fumbled in
their pockets, hut failed to f
enough change. and Ruelcer let themhave $4.5o. This was still not enoughto make an equal division of the Sion.
and the two went across the' streetto get the bill changed. They did not
return.
Rucker reported the matter to thepolice He says one of the negrnes
W3S black and heavy set, while the
other was a mulatto, of medium
height. dressed in a blue suit and
wore a brnad-hrimrned hat
The nonce are looking for the
swindlers.
He Knew Father.
The focusing of the I:melight upon
ex-Senator Witham E. Chandler re-
calls an incident that triFjeace in
one of the committee rooms of the
national capitol. There were present
a number of men of note, among
whom were the ex-senator Ind hision, the noted torpedo expert, Lieu-
tenant Commander Lltrii Chandler
The conversation wax' -general, andthe brlliant Wiles and caustic com-
ment of the ex
-senator were enjoedby all. After a particularly bright
and pertinent observation he arose
and departed, in the quiet that fol-lowed his departure his son was heard
to observe: "There goes an honest,Lamest seeker after trouble."
Robespierre* Laiange of Mart.
Robespierre, of the French revolu-
tion, the man who was destined to
deluge France with blood, was, not
long before h s frightful career of
power began, one of the most strenu-
ous opponents of capita punishment
hile he was still an obscure advo-(ate at his native Arras he threw up
an appointment because of his oppo-lit on to this form of penalty. Andjust when his star was in the aocend-
rnt he boldly harangued the national
assembly to prove "that the punish-
ment of death is essentially unjust,
that b it has no tendency to repress
crimes' and that It multiplies offenses
much more t has it diminishes them."
INTElitHSTINCi I TIMIS.
The Freneh cabinet council fIriday
discussed at length the cligirtli and
state sepanation question, the sioahr-
esee resulting in tile goaervioaest's
firm resolve to smintallis.alse lbw.
At Wallaiie, Ind, eightsing strack
a Iturch where a ladles' sectety
was )thlding a ineethig, killingrave wo-
man arid injurieg tw^ (Ahem.
One man was Wield and three were,
injured by a pram:inset- astokseieste
dynamite at the Lleering iltovester
plait in South Chicago.
bfassachutetts Dentcalratsiall hold
their state Ctliventiow tn am •
Cictober 4.
Isike a Robinsos Crusoa
Klan will spend three montita eat ker-
gulen Ahati, south of tho
-mem, ant Ater Wit —hiferissei--Tes-
mania and the southern end of A4rica
He is being sent there by be Mu-
seum of Naturag Htstiary for purpooes
of research, and expects to sail from
goston in September.
More than one-fiftb of the laud 3117
face of the globe is under English rule
Deleasse, ex-minister of foreign
affairs of France, intends to visit this
cennary for a short trip.
Zhe :first record of coal is about
:too years before the Chrisitian era.
Coal was used as fuel in Europe as
, early as 852.
Sir Andrew Eraser, governor of
iBefigill. virtual ruler of ho.oisbmo
P'ti'e TV'PF;derlf rff ihec Cal-
; cutta Y. M. C. A.
• F.xiterinteeta 0 re being' Made in
Norwax with fisih as food tot' Poultry
If ancTessfnl, a new "knell profitable
isclostry will he established.
The London hospital is:Inclitted.tti
hold that lobster ;.s not so indigestible
as popular fancy thinks it ill. :it is
however, less nntritioutt than the Aver-
age fish.
BASEBALL YESTERDAY
How They Stand.
Clubs. Won. Lost.
Vincennes 67 43
Cairo 
 .. 6o 52
Jacksonville 
 58 52
Paducah 55 55
Danville 48 63
Mattoon 43 66
Where They Play Today.
Paducah at Cairo.
Jacksotiville at Vinceunes.
Mattoon at Danville.
Pct.
.5og
.536
•527
•502
•432
•394
Vincennes 7, Jacksonville r.
Vincennes, Ind., Aug. 24.—Vin-
cennes won to-day's game.
R. H. E.
Jacksonville 
 I 5 2
Vincennes 
 7 9 5Batteries: 'Allen and Belt; Perdue
and Oienault.
Paduach a, Cairo 1.
Cairo. Aug. 24.—The Indians could,
do nothing with Woodring today.
Score- R. H. E.
Paducah 
 
I 2 I
Cairo 
 2 7 3
IBatteries: Brahic and Downing;
Woodring and Quiesser.
Danville 1, Mattoon 1.
Danville, Ill.. Aug. 24.—Today's
game was a pitcher's battle between
•Holycross, and Dowell. The Vets wonin the ninth inning on singles by
Hay-worth. Lotshaw and Selby.
Score: R.H.E.
Danville 
 2 6 2
Mattoon 
 5 3 3
Batteries: Holycross and Johnson;
Dowell and Johnson.
"If a tarkey weighs ten pounds
and half its dwn weight, what is the
weight of the turkey?"
None of them were professional
mathematicians and the problem puz-
zled them a good deal. Some said
the answer was fifteen pounds, others
that it was a problem impossible to
solve. But its propnander declared
the problem to be easy. Twenty
pounds, he said. was the weight of the
turkey. Can you figure it nut?
"Strange things happen in the city,"
said the pallid hoarder.
"Strange things happen in the coun-
try, too. begum," the farmer inter-
rupted. The city man, rocking on the
porch in the twilight over his cheap
That ran-down, tired feeling is the
first symptora of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Has
cured others. Will cure you.
Price 50 Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. nom 23 
_
cigar, had had the flooilfor about an
hour. Now it was the farmer's turn.
"Strange things, rather," the old
man resumed. "Milkin', frinstance.
0' course ye've heerd o' snakes milk-
in' cows, hangin' an.d danglin' from
under, while the cows, skairt, cavorted
all over the keatry? 0' course ye've
heerd n' that, but did ye ever hear,
Mr. Clay, o' pigs millkin' cows?"
"No. Can't say as 1 have," the oth-
er answered languidly.
"It's bin dine," said the farmer.
"it's bin done to me, gosh dast it.
It wuz done only last month. My
black an' tan sow guy birth to a litter
0' nine pigs, an' blast my buttons if
them pigs, as soon as they got to be
a month or two ol.d, wouldn't milk my
cows ieglar. At noon, when the cows
laid down in the shade, the little pigs
would come tip an' drink all their
milk. The cows dicl'nt mind. The
milk was no good to therm so n'
course they didn't keer who got it."
ANNOUNCEMENT
T. the Public:
I wish to announce that I have
opened a brand new stock of Jewelry
Watches, Clocks, Silverware, CutGlans, Hand
-Painted China and Um-brellas at 224 Broadway. The store-
room has been remodeled and en-larged and fitted up for a first-classjewelry store.. All my goods are new
and up-to-date, selected with a view
to please the trade of Palucati and
vicinity.
A cordial invitation is extended tothe public to visit my establishment
and inspect the line of goods on dis-play and that are arriving each day.We will be IOW to sec
 you whether
yosiinsy or Rot.
High-clses work will be my special-ty and all work ordered will bepromptly executeci. Clocks will be
called for and delivered to any part
of the city free of charge. I ask a
share of your patronage, and I am de-
termined to have it if good work and
reasonable prices well get it.
A visit from you will be appreciated.
J. D. Sowers,
Phone 2088. Jewler. 224 Broadway.
- 
000i MORNING
Our idea of strong will power ir etc-,
that of a man who can fasts until he
staraves to death.
The scenery along the straight and
narrow path is less attractive than
that bordering on the broad road leal-ing elsewhere.—.-Chicago News
Five hundred persons saved from
drowning in forty-eight years was the
record achieved of Christian Langer,
at iTathoe. Jutland. aged 83.
a Danish boatman, who has just died
....The....
GREAT SOUTHERN TEA AND
COFFEE COMPANY .
More Grocery Bar' gains in
Paducah's Leading Market
to lbs Granulated Sugar...,
34 2 lbs. sack Patent Flour 
Tea—Japan. Oolong or Gunpowder, per lb. Straight Flour, 24 lb sack,,,. 
U. S. Mail Soap, so bars for 
Lemons. California fancy, per dozen 
Cooking Apples, peck 
lb. can Chinock
Oil Sardines, 3 for 
 
qt Apple Vinegar
Bolted Meal, peck 
 
lb. Full Cream Cheese.
a lbs. Santos fresh reasted Coffee 
New Potatoes., peck • ........ ..w 
 t gallon old !whim' Sorghum 
t pkg Foarnotine for ice arsons 
a pkgs. Mal* Flake
•
 58(
600
600.
50(
250
20t
20t
100
100
100
20t15e
294
200
500
25#
25('
Both Ph01106805. 113 S. Second
Have You
Stirted?.sift , •, 9.,
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Wk.
227 Broadway
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line all
Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled,
various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
Ed D.Hannan
Doi Phones 101. 23a South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Cyclone insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both:Phones 369
 
 'E)
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifisally Construeted and
....of the Highest Excellence....
ft Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured_Class and
Is I i`Leader" for the dealer.
• 
--BALDWIN & CO.
W. T LLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH,. KY!
•
AIMMI••••••••••./ABA
Paducah Transfer Company
eIneor porated.)
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS
SUPERDOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN.
AMR AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICIO SECOND AND MON ROE. ROTA PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK, SUPT
The Regiater, elivered, 10c per week
MOW DID "23" credit of "23."''It's as inuc't the circus man's ex-
says he "It HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNEDn pr .. ' s " 1 : Rub ,'"0 1 'NATE? iw.„...:neovledra asth:.itt csd_ogamn.anYorunksnotwip HER THOUGHTS.
against a tough crowd in a hard town,
SY L Z. TRIEMILAN.is getting the worst of the mix-up
agraph claims for the circus man the. TEIE WOODEN WOMAN.1 JAPANESE WOMEN'S CODE.
REASON FOR SLANG PHRASE and needs ass stance, he cries, 'Hey
NOT CLEAR—SOURCES Rube!' That, i, the signal for every
• IJI:1"—f•s•Nr•D. circus man wit' n hearing to rush
the rescue with a tent stake or any-
Nog he can gr - b.
Ti• le, the lance Track, Dickens, the "`Twenty-thr, is 18 or 20 years
C,:.:us and P.,7^1d- old. Iheard it + Ion after I went into
the 'business. the ring show thereway.
\\Thence came "23," that popular
'slang synonym for "get Out" "you
- 
e:0," "unit " etc.?
is numerical phrase has no ap-
plication, and if anYone attempts to
trace the origin he will find the ieti-
vation credited to many incidents.
Taliernthers of many callings claim the
-stingtaished honor of giving the di-
Aninutive._ tO an t.10.cr - world... All as-
en that its first employment was pe-
culiarly fitting to the conditions that
brought it forth.
It is a companion to "skidoo," and
is frequently used in conjunction w•th
that equally, expressive word, al-
thotigh when you say "23" you mean
"akiddoo." "Skiddoo" is authorita-
tively asserted to be a western ex-
pression which was used first on the
cattle ranges, of the southwest by
cowboys and 'Indiana.
It was declared to be a contrac-
tion and popoularization of the old
phrase "skedaddle." "Skidcloo" and
41bushwa," the latter term of derision
used to convey the same comment as
-
"hot air,' drifted easf from the plains
along with other terse explectives.
'But "23' belongs to no section, or
rather it originated in every- part of
the United States, according to the
respective authorities who have de-
voted their energies to tracing its lin-
•rage. says the Mnston Globe.
All the disputants on the question
of the genesis of the expression agree
that it was disseminated largely by 3
comedian named George Cohan who
vsed it in the musical comedy. "I ittle
Johnny Jones." But Mr. Cohan did
rot first employ the numeral as a
slang phrase He heard it and thought
it a /rood line. •so he uted it.
Where did it come from?
Well, it is just about two years of
age, says one man. This authority,
by the way, is a baseball "fan."
"'Twenty-three' means being 'tin-
canned.'" says he. "Of course you
know that 'tin-canned' among ball
players means being 'fired,' released.
"'Twenty-three' was first used as a
slang expression through the South
and Southwest. It is a modification
-of the slang phrase 'eighteen and five.'
'Eighteen and five' was its firts form.
and it was -ur,c,- a barnstorming
ten twent' thirt' repertory company
touring the jaybawk watertank towns
of the South and Southwest
"It seems the manager of the com-
pany was a kind-hearted guy and did
not want to bruise anyone's feelings.
Re never fired any of the -bunch, but
had a habit of piling on the txtra
-parts in the play and keeping the
ghost from walking in theh direction
-of the actor or actress he wanted to
get rid of.
"The man or woman \ ‘. 1' 0 was in
'bad favor was ordered by the man-
ager to study additional parts until
the number reached 18, and at the
sa,me time the manager kept putting
off salary day. It took about five
weeks for the artfud /proprietor of
the•show to work up thch list to eigh-
teen parts. That meant five weeks'
turtnaid aalary
"By that t•me the object of the
selteme reached the subject and he or
she onit the show. So in that com-
pany it got to be a by-word. When
wane of the tronne fell fl•tien or fai•ed
to m-ke a hit the rest or them would
a ;lie 1,or- ..• it . you.'
meant. f' at there were 11! -parts and
s le,n week: corning, and actor
had Tattter leai
'Afoot a witi'c the 'tR and 5' was
'found to he too Annu arir! sorreone
used to be tw: aty-three turns, and
after the last one the boss caneasman
had to work el t boys lively to get •
the tents down and back things onto
the wagons.
"That last feat-re,No. 23. was the
Roman chariot rtee. During the per-
formance the canvasmen always sleep,
particularly if the :how is playing one
night stands. Faripg the evening
you'll find them 't-ing around on the
hay and straw in 'he various tents.
-"When The --•'" chariot face
started the cr- • was sounded
throth the tent'. ard over the lot to
arouse the canyas•men and get them
up ready for the heavy work just as
soon as the event was over. It meant
'get out? just as it ft" es now, and it
was adopted by the circus men gener-
ally as a way of telling a companion
that they were through with him."
TITTERS.
"Try our coffins and you will use
no other." is an advertisement of r•
Kensington undertaker.—Philadelphi
Rec—d.
"Did you run across anybody in
that automobile tour?" "WD ran 'em
down first and then ran across 'ern."
—:Baltimore American.
Father—That kid ought to have a
spanloin•g! He's altogether ton pre-
cocious; knows more than I dor
•Minther—But, dear, I wouldn't call
that preencions.—Wetroit Free Press.
'Stranger—How's corn?
Kansa: Farmer—Say the ears Have
grown so high above the ground that
they have to 11:e trurnnets to hear
what's going on —New York Sun.
Fisherman (beginner)—Don't you
think Pete••• 'rye improved a good
deal since I began? Peter (anxious to
nay a complimentl—You have. sorr.
But sure it was aisy for you to im-
prove. sore—Punch.
At LEAST ONE IMPROVEMENT
•,.1•••
Quality Hs-, Been Added to, If Quan-
tity Was Shy.
Joel Perk'n; was one ol the firea
settlers in the plantation of Milton.
Oxford county, Me. Taking up a
section of wild land. he built himself
a caibin and each season cleared a
-small patch and raised a fair crop!
of grain and potatoes.
Other settlers came in around him.
and he was able from time to time
to sell them a portion of his surplus
crop, trusting them until they could
pay. Having no account hooks, he
marked with chalk on his cabin door
what they owed him.
After several years he thought he
could afford to take a wife, and, find-
ing a comely lass in the neighbor-
ing town of Bethel, he married her
and took her home.
While Joel was at work in the
fields his wife spent the time clean-
ing up the house. One night, on his
return, she called his attention to
what she had done, especially to the
inaid of 'the (-Ain door.
"Oh. Mary!" he cried "you have
rubbed not all of my accounts against
the neighbors, and I don't know what
.shall do!"
"Cll.h. never mind. Joel." she said.
"you can mark it all down arrain."
He made no reply, hut taking 3
piece of chant covered the door once
more, but I known one thug. Its
sat down.
"There. Joel." exclaimed Marv, "1
knew you crufld do it. and you have,
haven't you?"
"Well. lkcary. I don't know as -I
have writ down as much as I had he-
,- wire 'but T knraw one thing It l'sAid an adaing -hint and brouitht out 
agin a darned eight better men!"
"7117 thratrg:•1 cronr•ily 1,7)ft '23'
Architects of Your Own Fortune.aim,- the • f +ha, railroad • and
f.• and Oire""fohis News Seimiter a
• • t '-__Yoric The done of opportunity 1: open to
• -a -'- bald everybody. F.verynne has a faculty
which can he developed for the profit
of 'himself and country. Every man
who has ever done anything worth
while made his s a
+mac . The whole history of our
cramay is the history of the boy and.
girl that have risen with "no chance."
Amcmcr those who have risen from
the lowest w:o.los of life to rlarcs
of 111(1114,1re in the United States sen-
1 the ate are SenatOrc Scott. the boy ox -
the driver; ,Nelson. the newsboy: -Perkins.4, of a sailor lad; Patterson. the printers'
• was devil; Hansbrotioh. also a printer:kto* rt did Nixon. the telegraph operator; Clark.
a (arm 1,cot: Aloer. a country :chnol
le to tearber. and there is our on FA Car-
• the mac14 who is one of the ;trent men
'fri4ie of the senate and who is favorably
mentioned as the runniert mate for
'1 any Bryan. atarted as a plow boy. It ie
nated
'notes
Pr,'
"ccnt
' rmos
41 rill.-
eft r or sr) :t
nci#
Ifq :#
:
fact that oearly all men who
amount to mooch are self made !It
this there is anerntragement for all
young men. If ana hat-e "rn chance"
you can trisicc chances by your cle-
termic.ation and courage.
-01
.aSouretti,j•Imter,. advance *tea !ha
-• ae- ttep until .,tliey finally become steel-
'oar-, mothers. 44.
The ocenpaats of the other apart.
menu in the tenement called her the
woodeT Woman." The expreesion ou
-heir tam, which sever changed, 'au
woodeny, aad eves when she moved
about she socesed to be served out ol
wood.
Is the sammer when the weathet
was pleasant she sat outside ea the
steps, htr hands folded in her lap, as II
she saw nothing of the life that wags go-
ing on armed her, as if she were man-
OlstiMS Snorted ?y seniething that
wategoing In het mind—her mind that
everybody *sought was as vacant as the
stare in her eyes.
Whenever the weather was unplessan
or Geld she eat In tier kitchen with het
halide fettled la Mr lap, thisaansavaisooll
atare-la king, calm eyes. This kitchen
&emit Wall a dark, windowless room, cut
off from all light by the surrounding
walls, but she kept. it scrupulously clean,
and somehow it wore a cheerful air
even though she was forced to keep the
lamp burning there by day as well as by
pight in order to see.
Moreover, this kitchen contained a
hand-made, hand-carved cupboard—
filled with old china that sparkled like
polished brass—In which she seemed
to take a particular delight, for her va-
cant stare was always turned toward it
as Jilt were filled with associations of
happier days instead of plates and
Saucers. Over the cupboard a clock
ticked away—ticked away like her own
life, monotonously, without the slight-
est variation, but with a certain ma-
chlne-like tramp:unity and centent.
"If the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood were
to change places." said one of her neigh-
bors to another, "I don't think either
would know it."
The-wooden women had lived in the
tenement for nearly a year and she was
never known to say more than "good
morning" or ''goodinight" to anybody,
not even to her two roomers, who neve;
attempted to break in on her reserve,
appreciating the fact that they had a
landlady who sreverinterfered with their
privacy. If people talked to her she
listened with the fixed, vacant expres-
sion of the deaf, as if she hadn't heard,
podded as if she understood, but gave no
reply.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
her cupboard—a proposition that actual-
ly shocked the wooden woman into life;
for she changed color, moved her bands
up to her face as if to ward off a blow aria
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard!
How can I? My husband made it!"
Your husband is a carpenter, then?"
asked the visitor.
"Yee, a carpenter and a sailor.'
"Where is be now?"
The wooden woman let the questioa
pass unanswered, her hands folded in
her lap. her eyes closed as if by speak-
ing she had committed a cardinal sin
and as if she were still appalled by the
sound of her awn voice.
One day the owner of the tenement
hired the wooden woman, who was very
poor, to do same scrutieieg for him IL
another builuing that he owned in the
neige.Lor'..tio41. Cut eae had scar..;ety
t,) her task /leen s.e was over.
come by the :ear that her roomers might
return ht:me in tha evening before sae
did and not. 1-4ail the hall lamp lighted
So she rushed back to her kitchen and
sat there all day, with her hands folded,
Listening to the tick of the remorseless
clock.
Whene-.-cr she left her born', whenever
she stepppd outside of the circle that
habit had drawn around her and within
whict it had fixed her, she became as
panic-stricken, as lost he if she had been
removed beyond the borders of civiliza-
tion and dropped in the heart of azt Afri•
can Jungle.
When the spring catne the tenement
was surprised one day to hear the sound
ot a women's voice tell '-• blithely ant
gayly in Mrs. Kirkwo -is apartment
When that same voice burst into rap-
turous eo2g the tenement wei all aston
iehment. But how can one exprens the
tenement's amazement when it came to
recognize that the voice belonged tc
none other than Mrs. Kirkwood herself I
Had she gone crazy?
Mrs. Kirkwood's roomers set the fears
of the tenement at rest; the wooden
woman's hustand bad come home unex.
pect,edly late the night before, and his
wife was supremely, inexprersIbly hap-
py—nothing 0101-11.
Teachings Which Have Become Pare
at the Practice in Every
Household.
The work of the Countess Oyams
and other Japanese women in organ-
izing the hospital service of Tokio and
the various societies for aiding the
Japanese army is distinguished for its
splendid spirit and its modern meth-
od. Anyone who teas watched and
I admired it, says Youth's Companion,
will take up with amused wonder a re-
sent buok—the translation of the pre-
cepts of a Japanese sage, which for
generations have been the foundation
of feminine training in Japan.
The book itself is not now much
used, but its teachings have become epart of the practice of every Japanese
nousehold.
"The worst infirmities that afflict
the female," says the sage, Kaibare
Ekken, "are indocility, slander, teal
°nay and silliness. These infirmities
are found in seven or eight out of
every ten women, and from them arise
the inferiority of women to men."
He boldly pots the doctrine of the
wife's obedience on an impregnableground. "Such is the stupidity of
woman's character," he says, "that it
Is incumbent on her in every partic-
ular to distrust herself and obey herhusband."
The system of rewards and punish-
ment for women extends over this life
and the life to come, and maintains aniIngenious balance. "A woman mustlook on her *husband," says Kaftan.
"as if he were heaven itself, and never
weary of thinking how she may yieldto her husband, and thus escape celes-tial castigation."
Kaibara disapproves for wonytn In-dulgence in the pleasures of the the-
ater, of music, of wine, and even oftea. Curiously enough, he would nothave her very religious, and this tot
a reason which no Christian would belikely to guess—a kind of conjugalisalousy of heaven! "The wife," he&VII, "must not enter into an irreverlent familiarity with the gods."
This is a highly oriental View of
woman's place in the scheme of th!ngs.Yet no one who knows the best Jap-
anese women can doubt that, whetherbecause of Kaibaran teaching, or in
spite of it, they are a lovely type ofgracious, gentle, vigorous, loyal,
achieving womanhood. They mayhave been slaves in the past, but they
were always, charming slaves. Nowthat new Japan is setting them free.their liberty has not destroyed the::
charm, but enhanced it.
KNEW WHAT HE WANTED,
Lied It Wasn't Anything in the
Reading Line, But Some-
thing to Eat
With a bunch of Ottawa people whotook in the Topeka state fair theother day were a visiting missionary
and an old gentleinan who was verydeaf, and who had never seen a billof fare used In a hotel, relates theKansas City Journal.
The preacher took occasion to dis-tribute a variety of religious tractsthrough the coaches, and the old grintleman, being unable to take part isthe conversation, acquired a eollectlonof the literature and assiduouslyperused it throughout the trip. He
was fairly well sated with religiouslore on arriving at his destination.
The fast care of the hungry excur-
sionists on reaching the capital city
was to secure dinner, and they re-paired in a body to one of the princi-pal hotels. The old gentleman was
chviously out of his class. It was evi-dent that he was a little bewilderedby the unfamiliar usages of a modernhotel, but he made his way with the
others throtigh the fair-time press and
secured a seat at one of the tables.
He appeared to be surprised' as he
seated himself. "'Pears like we'retoo early—there ain't no vittles en thetable," he remarked to a companion
As he didn't hear the reply it is un-
necessary to repeat it here.
"Order, sir," perfunctorily jerked as
cverworked waiter, pausing behindhim and submitting the printed meau
His voice was inaudible to the man
with the auricular handicap, who eon
temptuously waved the paper aside.
Puzzled, the knight of the traypassed on, and shortly had an appe-
tlzing array of viands spread on halfriths and npn-itite 10 our friend se
unfortunately ignorent of the convere:,-,t:une were as, . ' 'be tiers
Informant. Had this Kirkwood been In To the sensation of .hunger was add.Alaska? fluid he made hi-; fortune ed a growing measure of wrath as thethere? Had he teen in lelia? Was he cid man noted the astonishing fee'going to remain In Materna or go back that everybody in the room but, him-with his wife whence he had come? The1 self appeared to be supplied with foodroomer sh:urg-d his shoeld7rs. declar I He began to ghlrea_nd. his condittos eking' .Po :tangos, Irons THORNS. CAC---4sg4w-terreve tut; sbourtlitrin at Cr. fheing suddenly discovered by the head TVS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.Serious punctures, like intentional knife etas, can
fare. Kirkwood WP.1 rarely at home waiter, that functionary struck tier be
 vuicimized like any
 other tire.nor.'. She was trotting snout with her fag of dignity mil hastened to PCr I Tina Haaaral L-aed paira aow In seittal MO. Over
hus'ur..:11 Lay a.id iineat.cra, bonally attet..1 to the ueleeted guest Teveaty-Rve rhoiogrJ pales toll last yam.to the restaurants, downtown on er "Your order, eirr'
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DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE
rands, to the North side on visits, wher-
ever he had a mind to take her, sod he
seemed to have anDlDu to take her every-
where. The wooden ve man was as
completely tranaltirmed as If SO years
had been suddenly subtracted from het
age and she had been restored to bee
girlhood.
Then one fine day the Mammal
learned from the roomer that the hole
band bad gone to parts nnktiown.
Ortulintily Mrs. 100 wood was chase*
back trite the women woman. Met
sofas peaan• her laughter becasat
And again a bill of fare was thrustbefore the exasperated old gentleman
The latter grasped it and tore it up
Then he roared:
"Blast your infernal tract! I don't
want to read; I want aotaetlthigto
eat!"
Got Hack at MN.
Algernon—I hash that yes
Ciewrenee had an altahestion levet
sight and he milled youk evahwer-
thing.
Percival--Yaws, but I got eves witb
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RUNG BY BREEZES. CAPITALS MADE TO ORDER.
BELLS OF GLASS AND METAL
IdAYSE SWEET MUSIC.
Range in Price from Twenty
-Five
Cents to Two Hundred Dol-
lars—Where They Are
Used.
The wind bell, as its name implies,
Is made to ring by the aceoll of the
wind. In fact the wind bell is net a
bell at all, strictly speaking, but a
contrivance composed of a number of
pendants suspended in a circle from
a ring and hung close together so that
they will come into contact and pro-
duce sounds when swayed by the
wines.
Some wind bells produce sounds that
are very pleasing and musical. Some
are made with .glass pendants, some
with pendants of metal; some are
small and very simple in construction,
others are largo and massive and
-elaborate.
Wind bells range in price from 26
cents to '200. The criginal home of
the wind bell is Japan.
In its simplest form the wind bell is
composed of a number of narrow
strips of glass, perhaps six inches in
length, suspended lengthwise fro la a
wire ring about two inches in diam-
eter. Within the circle formed by tae
strips thus suspended is hung by one
eorner a little square piece of glass
half way down the length of the long
strips, the strips and the square piece
being ornamented with various Japan-
ese characters and designs. This wild
bell may be hung up wherever a breeze
will strike it and blow the strips into
contact with sue another and with the
square suspended among them.
But slightly more expensive than
this simplest form of wind bell are
others of glass, with pendants of dif-
ferent lengths, and with a number of
squares of different razes, such a wind
bell produoieg a greater varlet/ of
tones.
Another hie:pewee° sort of wind
▪ bell has a number of very small bell
shaped metal objects suspended on a
cord at different heights, with a cor-
responding number of little glass balls
.
hanging from cords, to come into con-
tact with the metal objects when the
bell is swayed by the wind.
Still another not costly form of wind
bell has for pendants a nember of
variously colored leaf shaped pieces
of metal, metallic leaves of various
forms and sizes, suspended around
from a ring by cords. The wind blows
these leaves together, producing—the
leaves being of different sizes and
thicknesses—a variety of musical
tone/.
A metallie wind bell that sells for
$36 awl occupies vertically a space of
about three feet has, suspended around
from a ring t • foot• in diameter,
a number of pendants, each composed
of several curious metal objects strung
one below the other. Below this circle
of pendants and hanging from the
center of the support of the tell is a
cylindrical shaped lantern of metal,
• the lantern being about a foot in
heleht.
A Iaeger wind bell of metal, one that
Mlle for $7S, hae no lantern. but
isiggor hoop and longer and iarrer and
more eumeroua pendants. each com-
pose] of several metal objects at.
Caa,1 one bslew other.
A strange. if eo* erntesgee, wind
.uttal, one that sells for 1214
has for a to, ple s .8 ..1.4 tease core
struetion two feet or 7r. ore in (intrude!
and shaped like a ;twit ahallow howl
and Lure hengirg iheerted end wite
the pendants hanging teree feet or
more hi length &sound from its outer
edge. The pendants of this Crest wine
a bell, each composel of a number of
• 
oddly shaped objects suspended one
below the other along it., vary in
• lenete. and at the end of a number
of the pendants hang odd small bslls
• with tongues.
Wind eel's in their less expensive
and more familler toms are bung 01;
porches in mummer, weer* the ler:egei
can play witb r, . eu seri reek" them
tinkle or pr' c':' I h, if musical
601311s. In wile eueh ivied eel!,
may be henget Vri ohrws meet or less
likely to be ..t I1'-2 top. where
the wind eau a' :e there.
•Ihat WiLti bs of metal with tlis
lantern hanging below It would prob-
ably be hung in where it would
be esweeei when door Was opened.
The great wind bell would, In Japan,
be hung In some temple's grounds.
and probably near the gate. Hors it
would be hung i.. a, geraen.
Claney's Horse in a Race_
A noted man in Springfield was Mi-
chael Clancy, • contractor, who bad he-
mline rich. He bought a string of horses
and entered there for the Saratoga meet.
He raced his horses for the fun of itt,
and rarely bet. One day he had a horse
entered that seemed to have so excel-
lent a chance to win that he bet ten del-
tas-a on it.
When the horses got away Ciaaew
stood In the grand stand watching them
through his field glasses. Some of his
friends, kr..resing of the ten dollar bet.
Crowded about and began to joke him.
"Where's your horse now?" Clancy
was asked.
Clancy surveyed the field carefully.
"I can't quite makemout," he replied.
"whether he is last in the third race or
first in the fourth."—Boston Herald.
Observant Youth.
"Say, Bob," said the small girl to the
small boy, "what are relations?"
"Relations," was the answer, "are
folks that keep mother working so hard
for fear they'll come around on a tour of
Inspection and say she isn't a good
awkr • _
Australia Is to Follow the Examples
of the United States and
Russia.
The Australian commonwealth, tak-
ing a leaf from the history of the
United States, has decided to build a
sew capital which shall be free from
the influences of either of the great
sections. It will build the capital lit-
erally from the ground up and has
selected a site not far from the pretty
village of Dalgety, on the Snowy river.
Dalgety mieht have slumbered in pas-
toral obscurity for the next hundred
years but for the assumed necessity of
Australia to have a capital in a placs
which nature had designed for a vil-
lage. It is 30 miles from the nearest
railroad station and even when that
Mullane° is spanned by the iron way
still further connections mast be built
to Buss it with the main Victorian aye
tem. Henry Stead, in the Independent,
estimates that cost at the railroad con-
Unction entailed era be $8,300,001
and that water supply, public build-
ings and land purchase will miry the
total of the expenditures for the new
capital up to $2S,000,000. After the
einy is built it will be a purely &Me
eclat capital, Just as Washington ,is,
but it will have a very much smalls/
pope-laden, the assumption being that
it will not exceed 50,000.
An artificial capital, one created by
flat as a result of a compromise be-
tween rival sections or decreed by as-
sumed political neceseity is an tapenl.
merit under the best eircumstanees and
usually falls @bort of being a metrop-
olis. Washington and St Petersbura
are examples. .We.ohington is simply
the seat of the federal government;
nothing more. It has disappointed the
expectatione of its founders that it
would become an emporium, a busy
inert, a port, a city that should be an
illustration in itself of all the activi-
ties of a great and busy country.
Beauty it haw Ise business it has not.
La population it is far below many
cities that we are wont to think of as
in our second or possibly our third
class.
St. Petersburg, on the other hand,
has far outstripped the old capital in
population, having 1.313,300 inhabit-
ants, to Moscow's 1,092.360 by the lat-
est census. St. Petersburg is really a
great port, commanding a heavy sea-
borne trade, but, in fact, it only di-
vides the honors of the capital with
Moscow. The latter has the, greater
held on the affections and traditions
of Russia. It has a prestige which
Peter the Great could not undermine.
It is the capital of the Russian heart
Napoleon was right when he held that
Moscow was the capital to be strucli
by an invader of Russia.
Australia has one advantage which
neither the United States nor Russia
enjoyed when they created their arti-
ficial capitals. Its area is fixed and
determined. The capital will always
bear the same geographical relation to
every Australian region that It will
have in the beginning. In this coon
try the capital is conveniently situated
to only a Very small section. The
United States have expanded into re-
gions that the founders of Washington
thought would be wildernesses for
many generations to come. Similarly
Russia has grown so far and so fast
that St. Petersburg is in a corner very
remote to provinces that are populoter
and progreseive, in regions that were
not even Ittiestan when Peter the Great
begat to deve the piles for the foun-
dations of his capital.
SUBWAY HURTS CAB6:ES.
• — —
Theater Trade That Once Went to
Nen- York Jehus Now
Goats to Cars.
"You'd never guess the di fferenee the
subway has made in our business," said
the oldtime night cab driver, according
to the New York Sun. "I should say that
night tam from the theater district sad
Broadway have fallen off one-fourth
since last December.
"It used to be that a man in evening
elothes, especially if accompanied by a
woman wearing garments easily soiled
would hesitate before crowding into a
surface car. As for walking from Broad
way to one of the elevated roads, that
was almost oat of the question. The re-
sult was that the great majority of thea-
ter and opera patrons who could raise
the price went home in carriages.
"Now it's different. After the theater
the crowds walk do-the restaurants far
lunch, then they drift along to the sub-
way entranee at Forty-second street and
Broadway or at the Grand Central
"Men and woneen who would scorn
the elevated or surface cars when in
evening-dress do not balk at the subway.
They fled the stations and ease generally
clean and roomy, and when they get up-
town where there is no one to see them
they do not mind v. alking a few blocks
to save a cab fare.
"Our greatest loss is In Brooklyn pa-
trons. It used to be almost a sure
thing that we'd get a burich of Brooklyn
people down as far as the Bridge at least
Then the Brooklyn people had to take
a orosstown ear or walk half way across
the town at one end or the other to get
an elevated train.
"Now the subway talcs them rieht t.
the Bridea entraece. Wire, now one can
go from Forty-seemsd atreet clear to the
outshirte of Broohlyn without going
from under shelter if the wenther is ad.
"It's geleg to Le% F*I!1 w eee fo us-
when they get the subeay tuerting un-
der the river."
Hospitable.
Policeman (to tramp)—I want yous
name and address.
Tramp (sarcastically)—Oh, yer do, ,do
yer? Well, me name is John Smith, an'
me address is Numl•er One, the open air.
If yer call on me don't trouble ter knock,
but jag weal W2
--Bootsman.
NA GETS NO RAILROADS
Benefited in That Itrpect by
the Iapan-Russ
War. '
After the war is over ChIa Male
herself in status quo as f raft-
road, e go. The war is credi ed with
&tie influence in producing the prac-
tical deadlock in railway construction
now obtainiog in the celestial empire.
eat adequate railroad system would be
a wormier woliter, so great are its pos-
sibilities, but while the Chinese ap-
preciate the need of some railroading
to supplement the work of their can-
als and cookies, they have no realiza-
tion of the development of a country
by railroads. The amount of goods
transported by coolies and in northern
China by carts is almost beyond be-
Lee:. in tee interior or the greater por-
tion of the country coolies and canals
carry all the freight. What this means
can be understood fairly when it is
known that there is practically no
railroad service at all in the more
populous and richest parts of an em-
pire of 4e0,000,000 people or more.
Most pf the roads are scarcely worthy
the 'ems In the northern provinces
the tradic in carts of a rough sert
dominates the eat» movement of
goods to the seaboard. When water-
sears are frozen a great part of the
year this is of necessity the ems It
La in Ruch regions that the first hold
of the railroads has come. When She
empire is served at all it is tweed ley
waterways. Along the Chinese °Mat
there Is a series of nestineble severe
eimatag down from the interior, a
series which has few equals the work!
over, From the Yalu and Pai-lib at
the aorth to West river, passing
through Canton is the south, these
riven seem to be formed to reach in-
lead keen the coast, connecting DO:
only the coast cities with the %starter
elides, but the interior cities with earth
other by way of the coast as vsell.
About midway between the north and
south the great Yangtae reaches far
Into the lailtrior, navigable almost to
the western border of the empire, and
by its tributaries offering still further
oaeriections with interior points.
Them streams are supplemented by
mimic large and small, until the whole
Faure* and Yellow river plains are a
vast network of waterways designed
origisally largely for irrigation sad
ems seed also for transportation.
IN THE LEAVES OF PLANTS
illestatty sad Fragrance of Infinite Va-
riety in the Myriad
- Forms.
MO wonderful variety in the shape
of leaves is among the c.:*.of sources
of beauty in the world u! , .ants, sere
the Loadon Spectator. They vary
from the "simple" eggetnaped leaf of
tbe laurel or the India rubber plant
to the intricate end exquisite "cue
tiage seen in those of the maiden-hair
fern, the yellow briar-rose, the aoan
thus, or the fig. The "cutting" in the
differeat species of parsley is among
the most elaborate of all; but it would
be aifficult indeed to attempt to my
which is the most beautiful in form.
The wild geraniums are as elaborated
ass he parsleys. In some foreign
plants the leaf has the brilliant hue
eommonly enjoyed only by flowers, the
pcireettias showing this in perfection
with Their pure vermilion leaves at the
top of the stem. in what are known
to gardeners as "foliage plants," main-
ly from the tropical and subtropicse
re4ons, a scheme of color is given is s
rule, by the contrast in tint of the
ribs and veins of the leaves with the
tissues filling in the network so formed.
Milky white, bright yellow, crimson.
or ref usually marks the framework of
the leaf, while the "filling" is dark
green. In other plants this scheme of
ornament is s reversed.
Scents and perfumes, not leas deli-
cious than those distilled from flow-
ers and Lies eons, arc often given out
by leaves. There are those who pro•
teas to detect a purer and more deli-
cate odor in these leaf-scents than in
the perfume of flowers; and though
this Is a matter it eerermal taste and
sensation, there is so:-is reason to
agree with 'hie eptieeirnent of the
sense of smell. The odor of the lanes
plant, or of the leaves of musk, and.
above all, the perfume of the sweet-
brier leaves, ase emong the most
"clean" and refreshing In all the cate-
gory of sweet scents.
Couldn't rind It.,
The neighbors havieg dropped in in-
formally upon the Suthrens during the
evening, Mrs. Suthron suggests that it
her husband will gather some mint from
the mint bed in the garden, she will rule
for them a genuine KentuckI-11110. 1.1r.
Selz:iron, who has indulged In a matter
of seven or eight genuine Kentucky
juleps prior to the arrival of the guests.
goes willingly in search of the desired
garnishment for the drink. He re.
mains in the garden quite awhile, and
finally the others go out to ascertain
what causes the delay.
"Why don't you bring the mint in,
dear?" his wife calls.
From somewhere la the darkness
eomen the testy response:
"Jane. I've eaten my way twice
around this lot I've chewed geranium
leaves, grass, catnip, tulips, onions, sage
and burdock, but blamed if I can find a
sprig of mint anywhere!"—Pittsburg
Dispatch.
Fore!
Here is a litUe golf story from the
time of King James I. Prince Henry
was about to drive off from the tee
and asked his tutor to stand out of the
way. The tutor did not hear, and an
attendant called out' "Mutant that
you hit not Master Newton." Prince
Henry drew back his hand, but ob-
served regretfully: "Had I done se I
bed but paid u4.7 dibta." 
_ .
TOWN-BOOMING
IN THE WEST.
William 0. Watson, a well-known
lawyer, of Oklahoma City, gives the air
pendtid illustration of one of the meek
ode adopted to boom a town into exist.
Wee:
a
"It is nearly ten years," he says, "since
the country hereabouts has been, hat 
I
you might call, 'on the boom,' but it has
been ten years since the professional
town boomers quit us. The lett instance
of 'overnight booming,' I remember la as
the town of Lanoweck. if you will go
about six miles east of Oklahoma City,
you will see a mail crane hanging be-
tide the track, while, stretching on every
side as far as you can see, just plain prai-
rie, with hardly a house in sight, This
Is Latowack. The promoter, who had
been hanging around for some time. sud-
denly purchased a quarter section of
land and tacked the name on it. He
was a im hoer, one of the real sort who.
6-ould sell anything they got their
hants cu.
"A td:nd man could ace that there
was no town there, and nothing to
make a town, but it was the promoter's
husinoes le sell just such impossibili-
ties, and the way he die it proved him
a master of his art. The Mr. Col.
Sellers who was doing the business
there decided that a certain Cermet,
settlement in northwest Kansas was
looking for just such a.eity es he hat
to offer, end he went up to visit teeth.
He tarried a week, talked Lanowack
end ilnik s for the moneyed
farm I. 'Hack der kaiser!'
Be enst — 1-eliree the world and lots
of it, he tnld them; sell perednarly fit-
ted for relents cotter!, con, wheat,
onts, rye, hay, turnips, rsdirhes, At-s-
nips, children, Indians, and, in fact,
anything that a Christian gentleman
has a right to ask for oa this Jowly
footstool. Yes, and sesta in the
ecnnitzcis was Lenowack—high, dry
turd healthful, the Arcs.ala Of the west.
-see promoter knew his men and
his business. After he bad slung on
the beautiful red paint, he backed up
Cris special traln to the station. The
Germans filled their pockets with the
green ;tends and tumbled in. They
were not gcing down as settlers, but
merely as investors, who would reap
the harewe as soon as the people
rusied in from the east and built up
the town, as they were sure to do.
They were getting in on the ground
floor. Of ceurse they never suspected
that the promoter reef in the cellar.
"'The train pasted through hanowack
In the night, and the investors tumbled
out at Oklahoma City. At break of
day the boomer had his braws bend on
the street. and every saloon in town
was thrown open to the prospective
owners of Lanowack, the coming me-
tropelis of the southwest. The visi-
tors you'd be marched into one sa-
loon while the band outside played
'Die V'ach am Rhein,' and then they
would move on to another.
"fly the time they were halfway
through the rounds, it was decided
teat Lanowack was the beet proposition
!before the American people, and the
promoter was voted the savior of the
German citizen. He stood - well and
immediately got the crowd on board
the train, and they visited Lanowack.
I "The engineer stopped at the mallcrane that wee all of Lanowack teat
existed at that time, as to-day. But
the crewel was delightful. There was
the greene, just as the htsomer had
said; there was the country stretching
round abqut. The air waa light &IA
healthful, and the map which the pro
meter spread out before them showed
the location of the port °Ines the
courthouse and federal building. Be
sides, there was the bra-s' band and
the railecad, and the kegs In the bap
gage car, which had been brought
along. as Lanowack lacked a svell at
the eine and the water works bad not
yet been installed.
"The lots were put up at auction.
and went like hot caliee, at pricer
ranging from $25 to $100, according tl
their proximity to the 'courthouse' ot
'federal building,' or eome other im-
portant municipal edifice calculated to
attract traffic. Business was good
The promotte was sorry be had not
bought two qtrartee peceons, as then
Lanewrick would have been twice as
large--on the map. After everything
had been sold, the train pulled bled
into Oklahoma City, where ...iere were
more drinks, and everybody went to
bed rkner by far than when he first
arrived in town.
"The promoter cleaned up some
thing like $5,000 out of the deal, afte'
pre 'erg ter his train, band, beer arei
other expenses. About a year after
ward I met one of the Germans, and
rather sympathizes with him for tht 
arTif-Fe au been Utiken-Iii-S-birat was
pity wasted.
" 'Vy," he said, 'ye gets trr see der
eoontry, ve ,as pig retiree I rite, ali
der peer ve vents, der fine msosick am.
der leetle vecation, unt Id only cost
huntret della. Id vas vert id.' "—N. 1
Weekly.
Poor Speaker.
L. Dawes, the distinguished Mae
sachueetts laeyer, in his young man-
hood was an indifferent speaker. Par-
ticipating In a law case soon after his
admission to the bar, before &North Ad-
ams justice of the peace, Dawes was op-
posed by an older attorney, whose eke
inence attracted a large crowd that
packed the courtroom. The pieties was
freely perspiring mot drawing off his
scat in the midst of the lawyer's dice
agent address, he said: "Mr. Attorney,
supposing you alt down and let Dawes be-
gin to-speak. I want to thin out this
crowd."
Custom General.
The custom of giving Christmas gifts
on Cart:A-11a ..!:ty is general among all
t.ilaristian nations.. 
_
HIS FRIEND ED. PURYEAR,
110107 THINGS LOORZD TO TONNE,'
LATER ON.
One of the nieest boys in the office
is Tommy Swikehart, but how he used
to bore we about his friend, Ed. Kemp'
icy, when he first blew in from where
the tall grass waves. You ought ti
have seen him then. I :onest, be looked
as if he was just going to do a vaucle-
vine stunt and was dressed for the
part. I didn't think they made that
kind of clothes any more, even in
Liehtenburg, where Tommy came
from.
Wattles, the manage7, turned the hid
over to me, to give him pointers on
the work. Tkea he noticed Tommy's
shiny black satchel, w' re he'd laid it
down. "Where are you going to staylr
he asked, and Tommy looked hewn.
dered and said he hadn't found out
yet "You take the afternoon off and
find him a place, Sweater," says Wat-
tles to me; aad so that's bow he came
to be my roommate.
"I guess I'm pretty green," says
Tommy, as he toddle I along with me
to the joint "Ed. Lempley told me
that the eows'd eat we if they saw nes
on the lereet Ed's be In here twice."
"Who's Ede" I ste'asd.
"Ed's my Blend -back in Lichee
burg," he sayi It rtight have boos,
".i's the prince of Wales and all the
royal family," from the way he said
it. "Ills father runs the bank there,"
he went on, "aid Ed's in the ha
stew. We always run together a goo
deal. , They don't make any smartei
fellers then hien."
"Oh. you'll catch on, all right," I
Gold him. I kind of took a fancy te
him, you know. He looked at you like
a lost dog that's found somebody to
'pat Iliza—kind of scared and yet as it
he trusted you and was tickled to
death anyway. He thought the room
was the greatest ever, although Pei.
hest‘a mighty line room all to himee:f
in his father's "residence."
"I took him around to a barber
shop when we'd settled about the
room. His hair was lopping down
over his coat collar behind. Then we
vre•at back to the room and I showed
him how to tie his necktie. He had
the ends just pushed up under the
collar in front and then brought down
through the loop without going arc and
the neck at all. You know the way.
No, he didn't mind me telling hies.
Ed. always told him things like time
was a dandy dresser—spent more
money on his clothes than any feller
In town—or his father did for him.
Well, he certainly looked a whole
lot better when I got through with
him. And in a couple of months you
wouldn't have known him for the
same boy. He caught on all right.
Not that he tried to put on agony. He
wasn't that sort of a chap. But be
kept his eyes open, and be soon get
to know what was what The new wait
he got, when he got one, was a peack.
He quit talking in the Rube way he
did at Met. But the boys joshed him
a lot. They all liked him, though. He
was just as chummy as could be with
everybody, from Wattles down to
Pete, tte janitor.
But it was funny to hear him.
We'd be talking about something—it
wouldn't much matter what--when
Tommy would chirp up: "A friend of
mine bark in Lichenburg, Ed : •enp-
ley—•
It wasn't any use trying to tweak
him of it. he'd prattle on about the
admirable Ed. in spite of anything.
Ed. retold do this, and Ed. could de
that; Ed. was so-and-so and 'tether.
And his face would be all of a glow
with pride. You didn't have the heart
to stop him.
He wrote to Ed. about once a week
--when he wrote to his folks, but
there was enly one time I ever heard
him say anything about getting a let-
ter from him and that same night I
saw him slip something into an ono
telope that looked to me like a money
order, thcligh I couldn't swear to it
So I had Ed. pushed at me for clove
52 to three years—and then Ed. came
rip to Chicago for a visjt
I never saw anybody cn excited
about anything la all my I! ; Tom-
my Was over the news that Ed. was
coming. Be couldn't eat; he couldn't
keep stIH. He burred to see Mrs.
Barker about a room for Ed. And
he even arranged to take him to din-
ner and then to the theater; then he
was going to treat re; to a sieht of the
paraeon—If I eared to sit up—arel, of
course. I did.
It was close on, to 12 o'clock whet
he got back. He raeped at the door
and os he entered I started beck al-
most scared. Ile looked pale -; and
QTY - mut- Iiszt-tInt oil-dag Mt that
seemed to say 'Don't hit ene, please."
Then be said: "Bob, this is my
friend. Ed."
So that was Ed.—that flashily
dressed, pig eyed, loud-mouthed, cheep,
jay sperte That was what he was,
It was kind of pitiful to see the
way Twomy tried to bead him off and
steer him where be thought the fel-
low might shine. If he had had any
good points about him Tommy wooed
certainly have brought 'em out. But
it wasn't any use, and I collie see
Tommy knew it wasn't, and was all
broke up over it.
Ed. stayed a week. and Tommy
stuck to him like a brother. There
wasn't anything he didn't do to me
that skate have a good time. He
might have sheered him off, but he
didn't, and he bragged about him
worse than ever- for a time.
He said to me: "M. has cheapest
seine, but that boy has got a heart
Ike an ox." Then he sighed.
"You're of, Timmy," I said. "He
man changed. It's you. You've got
our eyes open since you've bees
aero."--ChIcago Dally biskwa. ,
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PERSONAL NOTES.
+ + + + + .7. + + + + + + + +
E. H. MeClai:- Princeton,' was
here yesterday .1 laisines-s.
• 'Miss Perine Shremwell and Miss
Shremwell will leave tomorrow for
Symonsia to visit relatives.
!Harry Johnson. of the Home Tele-
phone Company, has gone to Salem
on a visit for a few days.
Miss Mary Betes. of Fulton, will
arrive today to visit friends for a few
days
Will Heath has gone to Niagara
Falls for u visit.
Miss Nell Gardner has returned
from a visit to friends in Murray.-
Misses Dollie and Tylene Wilcox
haxc returned home to Kuttawa.
'Roy S. Poulin, of Mayfield, was in
Palucah Friday.
Miss Jennie Foltz and brother have
returned home from New York.
T. Lee Crurnbaugh, who with hi3
four children have been the guests
of his parents, Mr. and, Mrs. G. E.
Crismiratigh of North Seventh, leaves
far his home at Columbus, Miss., to-
day.
Suit Filed.
M. E. W'olf, executor of S. A. Wolf,
against G. W. Aliver and J. W.
+ Hughes on a note of $20o with in-
terest. •
M. E. Wolf, administrator of S.' A.
Wolf against J. W. Hughes for a
not of $ion with interest.
Fred Rodman sues The Paducah
Traction company for $5.000 damages.
Rodman says that on the Fifth of
last July he went to get on a car
on Broadway near- Fourth while the
car was at a standstill and the moter-
man started the car. he then fell to
the street and was injured
Dr. 'Reynolds has moved from his
office in the Fraternity building to
offices over Riley & Cook, the pno-
tographers, on South Sixth, near
Broadway.
Abbott House Burglarized.
Thieves entered the residence of
Mks Phil Abbott, 527 North Seventh
street. lltrurS.day night. The house
was ransacked from cellar to gar-
ret, hut nothing was taken, as the
thieves were evidently after money.
Mesa Abbott is in Chicago, and thehouse was unoccupied
Poor Opinion of the Groom.
'A' Long Island man consented to
the marriage of his daughter to anignorant Ohinese. saying he regardedthe Oriental as his own social andin4ellectual, which was rough on the
brigroom.-Philadelphia Ledger.
ABOUT PEOPLE.
Sir Char, Tennant of England. al-
an octogenarian. has fouriSpughters, fbe children of his second
w:fe. the oldest of whom is 7 and the
Totingest is still a niere infant.
rred Stone. the Scarcrnw in "The
Wizard off Oz." as a boy used to walkthe tight rope in a circus. Mr. Stone
garded by au--h authorities asJamea J Corbett. Ge•Jrge Pune- Gold-
en and Billy Elmer as the best bnxeiin the profession.
Albert G Vanderbilt is apparently
nut merely a horse fancier, but an all-
round atoelc breeder on a large scale
an4 has entered at the New Englandfair to he held at Worcester a gilt-
edged. list of' thoroughbred Jerseys
Southdown sheep and fancy swine.
T•red Charles Peresford is a stanneh
teetotaler. "I am now_cao_yeara.
-Ke said rec•ritly. "and since I have en-
tirely given up wine. siirits and beer
I Ind T • an do as much work. physi-
cally ;inn mentally, as I could de
when 1 was o. if not vivre.'
Count Tolstny has completed a new
work entitled "The Divine Huiran
The characters depicted include the
principal revolutionary leaders in Rua-
ia dtiring the years from Iftlio to Ohio
Tre i already engaged upon another
work; dealing with current events in,
Rassia.
Oliver Wendell Holmes was invited
to detiver a lecture in a town. in the
central part of Massachusetts. He was
not feeling very well and he wrote the
following- reply I'. the committee hi,
declining to accept the invitation: "1
nits far froita being in good physical
health, and I am satisRed that if I
were Offered a Sto bill after my ler
t (VC* Ishopld not have Airen5 'li
et,oneb to refuse it."
A BISHOP
BUT HE WAS A NEGRO AND
HAD TO HIKE OUT OF
WHITE COACH.
"Rev. Dr. C. H. Phillips," Bishop of
Colored Methodist Churches in
Tenn.; the Man.
According to a despatch in the
Cincinnati Enquirer the colored
scouple compelled by a Hopkinsvi.le
officer to leave a berth in a pullman
en the I. C. and take seats in the
noted col-
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NicPherson's
Drug Store.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY
----
+ • + + + + + 4, 4. + •
•
RIVag RIPPLING& •
+ + + ++ •:. ++ + + +
The Kentucky arrived from the,
Tennessee river yesterday anil will
leave at 6 o'clock this evening for
Waterloo.
The Savannah passed up the Ten-
nessee river at t o'clock yesterday
morning for St. Louis.
The Joe Fowler left yesterday
morning at IT o'clock for Evansville.
The Royal left at 2 o'clock yester-
day for Golconda.
The Lyda leaves this morning for
the Tennessee river alter ties.
Lost Child Found.
Yesterday afternoon at 4
Mrs. Erline Hagan, of 814 Washing-
ton street, notified the police that her
4-Year old boy had wandered away
from home. The police located the
In* iellovr at 315 Jackson street two
hours later.
o'c'ock
Church Supper.
Delightful supper to be served a
building adjoining First Nations
Bank, on Broadway, Saturday even-
ing. 6:30 to cr3o Nothing hot but
coffee. Everything good-tea, coffee
pickles, bread, sandwiches, salads
meats. ices and cakes. Supper, with
ices, 36c; ices and cake alone, ts
Let as serve you a refreshing evess
in neal. •
IIROADIWAst SENIOR LEAGUS
When needing first-class table ser-
vice at parties or dinings, phone 1135*.
Dick Logan.
Dissolution.
The first of Meadows & Ford is
-tbi. day dissolvod, J. P. Ford retiring.
business to be conducted by J. A I
Meadows, he assuming all liabilities
ind collecting ail accounts due said
Aug. 23, 1906.
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coach for negroea were a
ored bishop and his wife.
The despatch says
"Rev. Dr. C. H. Phillips, bishop of
the Colored Methodist Episcopal
churches in Tennessee, North Caro-
lina, Texas. and portions of Arizona
and New Mexico, and his wife, en
route from Nashylle to some points
in Michigan, were forced out of their
berth in a pullman car on the Chicaga
'Limited on the Illinois Central here
today.
"A Hopk:nsville policeman com-
pelled them to take seats in the.com-
partment reserved for colored passen-
gers. When the train pulled in here
a passenger asked the policeman to
force the bishop and his wife to leave
the car. The train was held here
nine minutes wh he they were dress-
ing and removing their belongings
"Bishop Phillips, is recognised as
one of the leading echared educators
of the South. He is a close friend cf
Booker T. Washington. He has re-
ceived five diplomas from the Wal-
ton Un:versity at Nashville and has
been abroad twice on lecturing tours.
Mrs. Phillips is a graduate of the
Fish University at Nhshville. presi-
dent of the Colored W. C. T. U. of
Tennessee and yce-president of the
Nctional Federation of Colored
Women.
"The man upon whose objection
the bishop and Mts. Phillips were
ordered out of the car was Irving
McGraw. a farmer, living near
Pulaski, Tenn."
Reflections of a Bachelor.
Any kind of worrnsia.s hat i3 n style
if she pays enough for it.
Lots of men would rather hold a
public job than snake a living.
Ia's funny how much more crowded
a flat seems after you've been mar
Tied a little while.
Adam must have been mighty glad
he didn't have any plumbiag to try
to fix for his wife.
A woman thinks if she ctrild sharp-
en a lead pencil bett'rr everybody
woul-1 say she had a good business
hsad -New Vork Press.
Signs of Sociel Pre-endnance.
(F_Agefield, S. C., Chronicle.)
Mfrs Pod Ruggles, who lives down
on Pea Ridge, has become quite a so-
cial lioness. She gave a sassafras
tea and pigs' feet luncheon last night
to the ladies of the Jesokus society
and it was quite a swell affair. She
wore her tailor-made suit and Benicia
diamond earbobs, and presided with
the grate of a queen. These Pea
Ridge social functions are becoming
much talked about in neighboring
towns.
BOND YOUR EMPLOYES IN
AMERICAN SURETY CO.
Quick Settlements.
C. E. ENNINGS & CO., Agretiti
+ + + +++ ++ • + + + 4.
• POPULAR WANTS.
•
+++++++++++++++
WANTED FOR U. 3. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried man between
agea Of 21 and 35; chiliess of limited
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speck, read and
write English. Por information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
sisosid House, Paducah, Ky.
FURNITURE bought and sold
Williams, 538 South Third street,
New piroae ocioA.
For gent-A six room house with
all modern .improvements. Apply 417
South Fourth street. New 'phone 122.
WANTED-A grocery clerk. Must
have had experience or need not ap-
ply. Also a lady cashier. Apply to
Seventh-street store. Jake Bieder-
man Gro. & B. Co.
FOR RENT-Room for rent at
314 North Sixth St.
Do His Own Wishing.
Two darkies lay sprawled on the
Luneta on a hot day, says the Manila
Sun. 'Apses drew a long sigh and
said:
"Heey-a-h-hl Ah wish Ah had ahund'ed watermellions."
Tom's eyes lighted dimly. "Hum-
ya-h! 'Dat would settle:14y tie fiae
An ef yo' had a hund'ed watermellions
would yo' gib me fifty?"
A Oath Ilbenaan Sza.so Mairtal Peek tar
Itegess' Teaspoons, a set, 
11q, Naives and Perk, a sit, 
 
rebleepoeue. a est 
 Ow move WIG of Out Glass at 30 per *oat. off of regular price.Our Mad Poinind Mama, Sae as inty Noe k die city, at 50 per cont.Prios-You roost sae thin Ike to enainane fatly the bargiana weass
week' reithietion an every art icle in our store for zo days °alp.-ode., Our saib--
iper regains must give you sada faction.Iseirel free.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
.#11, • .
315 IIIIMADWAY. CIUT N'S OLD STAND.
J. A. n01411121ICA. JEW LEAR AND OPTIC:RAM
R
 Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish
TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second
Special Ten Day's Sale
ETIF-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are alloing a so year Gold r Qum, Moja Movement, for $11.4.5.
Ih•So
013-43
.7$$1.58
1117-1••• '1
21 illears Ihoperience. T14111.
scribe For The Register
 41.
°'
am L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
ent, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
t•Ya.ss,-
f ot, CanapbellAh wouldn't gib yo no 6flY 011111011, Phone 369.watermellions."
"VVlotild yo' gib me twenty-five?"
"No. I wouldn't gib yo' no twenty-five."
"Seems to me you's powahfill stingv, Mose. Wouldn't yo'-wouldn't yo'gib me one?'
"No, Ali wouldn't gib yo' one. took
a-hyah. niggah. are yo' so geod-fer-
nuffin lazy dat yea' (-ain't wish In' am'
nwn watermellions?"
',Eng I erti
PE alb
ant's
pedals
Fancy banana-s, per dozen 
 .10
3 boxes Searchlight Matches for .10
Full Cream Cheese, per lb 
 .15
3 cans Dime Brand Milk for 
 .25
Sweet Choceilate, per lb. 
 .25
Bitter Chocolate, per Ma 
 •35Campbell.# Salad Dressing, per
bottle 
 05
Old Time Molasses, per gallon 
 .55
6 hers Octagon Soap for 
 25And one bar White Floating
with every purchase.
2 pkgs. White Line Waasb Pow-
der oS
7 lbs. Lump Starch for 
 .25
Famous White Dove Flour, per
sack 
 .65
Sour Pickles, per gallon 
 25
3 boxes Mustard Sardines for 
 .25
2 Tex: cans Hi-Lo Baking Pow-
der 
 .25
4 thx. Fresh Soda Crackers for  .253 Pkgs. Vanilla Wafers for 
 25
3 Pkgs Graham Wlafers for 
 .253 Pkgs. Nabisco Wafers for 
 .25
Fancy, mixed Cakes, per lb. 
 
 .15
Pure '..year-old Country Vine- 
7gar, per gallon 
Botte4Phonetito. 110. 203, 2058. Third
aearlear -Trrtile Salt for 
41111.
Block.
Residence Phone 726
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
WWI= MOM OH ISISIDCNCZ PROW" ps
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
I 5 Norse Power Motor.
ir Horns Pareserwrz•
a Mow POWS,
• I. Horse rawer NNW.
a ass Lk* Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS$1.
 Novelty Works.
114-123 Nor* Fourth Skim
•
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
P ADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
B U
ANow reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTSLet us call and book yo' order for next winter.
est Kentucky Coal Co.
iceP5econd and Ohio. ,13fot,11 T elephones,254.
MOW
•
S.
